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a b s t r a c t
This paper proves several generic variants of context lemmas and thus contributes to
improving the tools for observational semantics of deterministic and non-deterministic
higher-order calculi that use a small-step reduction semantics. The generic (sharing)
context lemmas are provided for may- as well as two variants of must-convergence, which
hold in a broad class of extended process- and extended lambda calculi, if the calculi satisfy
certain natural conditions. As a guide-line, the proofs of the context lemmas are valid
in call-by-need calculi, in call-by-value calculi if substitution is restricted to variable-by-
variable and in process calculi like variants of the pi-calculus. For calculi employing beta-
reduction using a call-by-name or call-by-value strategy or similar reduction rules, some
iu-variants of ciu-theorems are obtained from our context lemmas. Our results reestablish
several context lemmas alreadyproved in the literature, and also provide somenewcontext
lemmas as well as some new variants of the ciu-theorem. To make the results widely
applicable, we use a higher-order abstract syntax that allows untyped calculi as well as
certain simple typing schemes. The approach may lead to a unifying view of higher-order
calculi, reduction, and observational equality.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A workable semantics is indispensable for every formal modeling language, in particular for all kinds of programming
languages and process calculi. This paperwillmake a contribution to the tools, in particular so-called context-lemmas,which
support operational reasoning about semantical properties of higher-order functional programming languages, process
calculi and extended lambda-calculi on the basis of an observational semantics. A semantics is very useful to obtain safe
knowledge about the evaluation and optimizations of programs, correctness of program transformations, and correctness
of translations into other calculi.
For various higher-order calculi a widely used observational semantics is contextual equivalence based on a (small-step)
reduction semantics in the style of [28], i.e. two expressions are equal if their termination behavior is always the same
when they are plugged into an arbitrary program context. We assume that a calculus is given consisting of a language of
terms, a small step reduction relation ‘‘→" on terms, and a set of answer terms. A term t is called may-convergent if there
exists a finite sequence of→-reductions starting with t and reaching an answer. Usually answers are weak head normal
forms for call-by-need and call-by-name calculi, weak normal forms for call-by-value calculi, and irreducible (or successful)
processes in process calculi. For non-deterministic calculi, contextual equivalence must be based on the conjunction of
two termination behaviors (see e.g. [31]): may-convergence and must-convergence, where the latter takes all reduction
possibilities into account. There are two definitions of must-convergence in the literature:
(1) iff every term t ′ reachable from t by a sequence of→-reductions is may-convergent.
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(2) iff everymaximal sequence of reductions startingwith t ends in an answer, in particular, there are no infinite reductions.
We will call this form of must-convergence also total must-convergence.
The first definition ofmust-convergence also includes terms thatmay evaluate infinitely but the chance of finding an answer
is never lost. These terms are called weakly divergent in [6]. Note that a similar combination of may- andmust-convergence
is also known from the use of convex powerdomains in domain-theoretic models (see [33]).
In this paper we will consider several variants of contextual approximations and equivalences based onmay-, must- and
total must-convergence. Usually, a first step and a strong tool for further proof techniques is to prove a context lemma that
reduces the test for convergence (may- and/ormust-) to a subclass of contexts, the reduction contexts (also called evaluation
contexts), instead of all contexts. This technique dates back to [23] for showing full abstractness of denotational models of
lambda-calculi.
Contextual (may-convergence) approximation s ≤↓ t means that for all contexts C: C[s] ↓ =⇒ C[t] ↓. The context
lemma for may-convergence ↓ tells us that contextual approximation ≤↓ can be tested by observing may-convergence in
reduction contexts only, i.e., if for all reduction contexts R: R[s] ↓ =⇒ R[t] ↓, then s ≤↓ t . For total must-convergence, the
claim is similar, whereas for must-convergence, a conjunction with may-convergence is required (see Theorem 5.12).
We formulate natural conditions on extended (sharing) lambda-calculi and process calculi and their reduction semantics,
and then prove generic context lemmas for the three types of convergences for calculi satisfying these conditions. An
informal account of our results is as follows: we assume that a calculus in a higher-order abstract syntax is given together
with a small-step reduction relation, and a set of answers; also an algorithm to determine reduction positions is given. The
(sharing) assumptions are as follows:
(1) The set of reduction positions of a term (or context) is determined top-down, and does not depend on non-reduction
positions.
(2) The property of being an answer-term does not depend on non-reduction positions.
(3) The small-step reduction relation has rather limited abilities to modify subterms at non-reduction positions: it is
permitted to remove, transport or duplicate them; also to apply renaming of bound variables. It is not permitted to
modify subterms at non-reduction positions. In strongly sharing calculi, the reduction rules do notmodify non-reduction
positions, and in weakly sharing calculi, reduction rules may modify non-reduction positions via a restricted form of
variable-variable substitutions.
(4) All properties are invariant under renaming of bound variables, and also under permutation of free variables, as long as
no type conditions are violated and there is no capture of free variables.
The obtained results are six context lemmas for the combinations of strongly and weakly sharing and the three types of
convergences: for strongly sharing calculi, a context lemmaallows to restrict the observation of the convergence to reduction
contexts instead of all contexts, where reduction contexts are exactly the contexts where the hole is a reduction position.
In the case of weakly sharing calculi, we have to observe the behavior of R[σ(s)], where R[] is a reduction context, and σ a
perhaps non-injective substitution replacing variables by variables without a variable capture.
Wealso obtain generic variants of (c)iu-theorems for call-by-value and call-by-name calculiwherewehave to observe the
behavior of R[σ(s)], where R[] is a reduction context, and σ a substitution replacing variables by expressions, where in the
case of call-by-value-like calculi,σ maybe restricted to be a value-substitution. Our (c)iu-theorems are obtained for the three
types of convergences in the case that the sharing Reduction Assumption does not hold, but the Non-Sharing Assumption
holds (see Section 6). The Non-Sharing Assumption roughly requires that reductions are similar to beta-reduction. The
assumptions ensure that the effects of substitutions (caused by e.g. beta-reduction) can be translated using let-environments
into a sharing calculus. In addition it is required that there is no letrec-construct and that reduction positions are not in the
scope of variable binders. The (c)iu-theorems are obtained using the translation technique from [40].
Our proof technique for obtaining the sharing context lemmasworks for process calculi like the pi-calculus, and program
calculi with sharing variants of beta-reduction. Since programming languages or their respective abstract machines almost
always exploit sharing mechanisms, our results become applicable if the modeling calculi also take sharing into account.
We consider two forms of sharing lambda calculi: strongly sharing and weakly sharing calculi. In strongly sharing calculi,
the (normal-order) reduction may only modify non-reduction positions through renaming of bound variables. For example,
the full beta-rule (λx.s) t → s[t/x] violates our (sharing) assumptions, since there may be non-reduction occurrences of
x in s that are replaced by the beta-rule. The restricted beta-rule (λx.s) y → s[y/x] may be allowed in weakly sharing
calculi, but only if the argument position in applications is syntactically restricted to be a variable. In this case, there
may be a substitution of variables by variables. The rules (λx.s) t → (let x = t in s) and (let x = v in R[x]) →
(let x = v in R[v]) are the sharing variants of beta-reduction and permitted in strongly sharing calculi. The corresponding
rules in explicit substitution calculi (see [1]) are compatible, though in connection with non-deterministic operators the
set of rules has to be adapted. Similar considerations hold for other rules like case-rules. Examples for calculi, where
the context-lemma for may-convergence is immediately applicable are the deterministic calculi in [3,2,20,4,39]. Non-
deterministic calculi where also the must-context lemmas are applicable, are in [15,18,36,29], the latter is the calculus
in [30] with some adaptations. The context lemmas also hold in process calculi like variants of the pi-calculus (see
[24,37]) and the join-calculus (see [10,16]), which from our point of view are weakly sharing, since a full replacement of
names by names is performed by reduction rules.
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The context lemma is an important tool for further investigations into correctness of program transformations and
optimizations, for example, the diagrammethods in [42,36,29] demonstrate their strength only if the context lemma holds.
There is no context lemma used in [15], which severely complicates the equivalence proofs that use diagrams.
There is also related work on context lemmas for calculi not satisfying our (sharing) conditions. For call-by-value
languages with beta-reduction, there is another form of a context lemma, the so-called ciu-theorem (for all closed
instantiation of uses),which appeared in [22,7,21,32,17], andwhich also holds for a class of languages, andwas even formally
checked by an automated reasoner (see [8,9]). For PCF-like languages, also with full beta-reduction, there is also a context
lemma proved for a class of languages extending PCF (see [14]).
Another related generic tool is bisimilarity for extended lambda-calculi (see [12,13]), and for typed languages (see [11]).
An extension for calculi with sharing w.r.t. may-convergence is done for a non-deterministic calculus in [18] and for a class
of calculi in [19].
The structure of this paper is as follows. After presenting the abstract syntax for higher-order calculi (Section 2), in
Section 3 the assumptions on the calculi are presented and discussed. Section 4 presents the different convergence relations
and contextual approximations, Section 5 contains the proofs of the various generic context lemmas. In Section 6 we show
how the (c)iu-theorem for non-sharing higher-order calculi can be obtained from the context lemma for sharing, and the
final Section 7 contains a recipe (Sub Section 7.1) for using the results of this paper and a discussion on the range of calculi
where the instances of the generic context lemmas hold.
2. Abstract syntax and language
In the followingwe provide genericmechanisms to describe the language of expressions, the renaming and the reduction
relation of a calculus calc. For the generic formulation of the language we use higher-order abstract syntax, (see e.g.
[12,13]), which is extended by a system of simple types. The construction of terms of the language requires variables,
operators (i.e. symbols with arity), and variable-binding primitives. We allow the extension by a recursive letrecwhich is
used as an extra operator with its own binding rules.We also require a distinction of terms as values and non-values, mainly
for the connection to the iu-theorem in Section 6 in the case of call-by-value and call-by-name calculi. The main purpose of
the types is to allow different syntactic categories in the respective languages, for example, channel names and processes, or
lambda-expressions and processes, but also enables to model untyped calculi. It may also be used to model forms of simple
typing.
As mathematical symbols we will use N0 = {0, 1, 2, . . .} and N = {1, 2, 3, . . .}.
Definition 2.1. A signatureL of a higher order computation language is a 6-tuple (O, VO, T0, α, β, βτ )where
• O is a (possibly infinite) set of operators, which may contain letrec,
• VO is a set of value-operators with VO ⊂ O, and letrec 6∈ VO,
• T0 is the set of basic types, which defines the set of types T YP inductively as T0 ⊆ T YP and t1 → t2 ∈ T YP if
t1, t2 ∈ T YP .1• α : (O \ {letrec})→ N0 defines the arity for every operator except for letrec.• For every operator f ∈ O \ {letrec}, β(f ) is an α(f )-tuple with components in N ∪ {‘‘V ", ‘‘W", ‘‘T"}, indicating the
number of possible variables that may be bound at the corresponding argument position, or that there are no binders
and that only variables (‘‘V") or that only values (‘‘W"), or that any term (‘‘T") is permitted.
For operators f ∈ VO, β(f )must not contain ‘‘V"-components.
• Let f ∈ O \ {letrec} with α(f ) = n and β(f ) = (b1, . . . , bn). Then f has a type βτ (f ) ∈ T YP satisfying the following
conditions:
· βτ (f ) = τ1 → τ2 → · · · → τn+1· if bi ∈ N, then τi must be of the form τi,1 → τi,2 → · · · → τi,bi+1
Note that we do not insist on τn+1 and τi,bi+1 being base types in the definition of βτ (f ).
Given a signature L the values and terms of the higher order computation language are defined as follows, where we
assume that there is a subset T YPV ⊆ T YP , such that for every τ ∈ T YPV , there is an infinite set of variables Vτ of type τ .
Definition 2.2. LetL = (O, VO, T0, α, β, βτ ) be a signature of a higher order computation language, then values and terms
T (L) are inductively defined as follows, where the definition is mutually recursive:
Terms are defined as follows:
• Every x ∈ Vτ for τ ∈ T YPV is a term of type τ .• If f ∈ O \ {letrec}with α(f ) = 0, then f is a term with type βτ (f ).• If f ∈ O \ {letrec}, then f (a1, . . . , an) is a term provided that n = α(f ) ≥ 1, and for every i = 1, . . . , n the following
holds:
· if β(f )i = ‘‘V", then ai is a variable,· if β(f )i = ‘‘W", then ai is a value,
1 We use the convention of right-association: τ1 → τ2 → τ3 means τ1 → (τ2 → τ3).
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· if β(f )i = ‘‘T", then ai is a term, and· if β(f )i = m ∈ N, then ai is of the form x1, . . . , xm . ti, where x1, . . . , xm are different variables, and ti is a term. 2
The typing must be as follows: if f has type τ1 → · · · → τn → τn+1, then ai has type τi for all i, and the operands
ai = x1, . . . , xm . ti are defined to have type τi = (τi,1 → · · · τi,m → τi,m+1), where xj has type τi,j for all j and ti has type
τi,m+1.• If letrec ∈ O, n ≥ 0, x1, . . . , xn are different variables, and if t1, . . . , tn, s are terms, then (letrec x1 = t1, . . . , xn =
tn in s) is a term of type τ which is the type of s, where for all i: the terms xi, ti must be equally typed.
Values are defined as follows:
• A variable is a value, or
• a term f (a1, . . . , an)where f ∈ VO and ai is a value, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that β(f )i = ‘‘T’’.
As usual, the scope of every variable xi, i = 1, . . . , n in x1, . . . , xn . t is the term t , and the scope of every variable xi in
(letrec x1 = t1, . . . , xn = tn in s) is the set of terms t1, . . . , tn, s. Variable occurrences that are in the scope of a binder
that binds them, are called bound occurrences of variables, others are free occurrences of variables.
In Remark 2.6 there is an explanation why ‘‘V"-arguments are not permitted in operators f ∈ VO.
The set of free variables of a term t is denoted as F V(t). As usual, a term t is closed if all of its variables are bound,
i.e. F V(t) = ∅, otherwise it is called open. Since we have to deal in depth with different kinds of renaming in later sections,
we do not assume anything about implicit renaming, though it is known how to correctly rename terms (cf. [5]).
Concerning the typing,we assume in the following that only correctly typed terms are syntactically acceptable, that every
correct term has exactly one type, and that modifications, renaming, reductions do not change the type of a term. At places,
where it is important, we emphasize the typing, whereas we often do not mention the typing, if it is clear from the context.
Example 2.3. With O = {λ, letrec,@, Cons, Nil, case} a language with let(rec), application, abstractions, lists and
a case is defined. We obtain an untyped lambda-calculus, if Term is the only base type and the result type of every
operator is just Term. The description is α(λ) = 1, β(λ) = (1), α(@) = 2, β(@) = (‘‘T", ‘‘T"), Cons is specified like
@, α(Nil) = 0, and α(case) = 3, β(case) = (‘‘T", 2, ‘‘T"). The lambda-term λx.x is represented as λ(x.x). A term like
let x = (Cons x Nil) in case x of (Cons z1 z2) -> y; Nil -> Nil would be expressed as
(letrec x = Cons(x, Nil) in case(x, z1z2.y, Nil)).
Example 2.4. The non-recursive construct let can be expressed as an operator with α(let) = 2, β(let) = (2, ‘‘T"), such
that let(x.s, t) corresponds to the common let x = t in s.
Examples of languages where ‘‘V" and/or ‘‘W" is necessary, i.e., with the variable restriction are: [27] where arguments
of applications are only variables, the language in [29], where e.g. the first argument in cell-expressions (x c t) must be a
variable, and the second argumentmust be a value, and process calculi like thepi-calculus, which have argument restrictions
for variables. Also,wewill use the ‘‘W"-restriction in Section 6 to derive the iu-theorem(s) for call-by-value and call-by-name
calculi.
In the following, we will sometimes use the standard notation, and write e.g. λx.s instead of λ(x.s) and (let x = t in s)
instead of let(x.s, t).
Example 2.5. The pi-calculus with the syntax
P,Q ::= (P | Q ) | νx.P | 0 | P + Q | x(y1, . . . , yn).P | x〈y1, . . . , yn〉.P | !P
can be represented. We have to use at least two types for an appropriate encoding: ‘‘process" and ‘‘channel", and moreover,
we assume that there are variables of type channel, but no variables of type process. The common scoping policy in
x(y1, . . . , yn).P is also easily representable as in(x, (y1, . . . , yn.P)), where the first argument of in is restricted to variables.
The process x〈y1, . . . , yn〉.P can be represented as outn(x, y1, . . . , yn, P) with perhaps different operators, where all
arguments but the last one are marked ‘‘V" in the arity-tuple.
Remark 2.6. Values have the following specific properties: if v is a value, then σ(v) is also a value, provided σ replaces
values for variables. Hence values are invariant under renaming. If we would permit ‘‘V"-arguments in value operators, then
this would be false. The definition of values implies that there are occurrences within terms (besides the immediate ‘‘W"-
restricted places), where due to the syntactic restrictions only values are permitted. Our definition of values corresponds to
the values as used in call-by-value calculi. The value operators correspond to constructors, and the arguments may only be
variables or values or abstractions; i.e. with lambda as top level operator. In the latter case the operand is of the form x.t
with an arbitrary term t .
Wewill use positions to address subterms and variables in binders using a slightly extended Dewey decimal notation. The
addressing is such that prefixes of addresses of termpositions are again termpositions.Wewrite s|p for the subexpression of s
at position p, and s(p) for the head-symbol of the subexpression s|p, and s[p 7→ s′] for the expressionwhere the subexpression
at position p is replaced by s′. For example, the term t = Cons(λ(x.@(x,@(y, x))), z) has e.g. the following term positions:
2 The expressions x1, . . . , xm . ti are called operands in [13].
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y is at position 1.1.2.1, x occurs at positions 1.1.1 and 1.1.2.2, and t(1) = λ and t(1.1.1) = x. The binders are addressed
using a ‘‘B", such that the binding position of x above is 1.1.B.1. The positions in (letrec x1 = t1, . . . , xn = tn in s) are as
follows: ti is at position i, s at position n+ 1, and the bound variable xi at position B.i.
Definition 2.7 (Contexts and Kinds of Positions). A term-position within a term t is a position p, such that t|p is a term, and
such that t[p 7→ t ′] is also a term according to the syntax, for every term t ′ of the same type as t|p. Note that this excludes
positions in subterms that are forced to be values due to some ‘‘W"-condition. A ‘‘W"-position (‘‘V"-position, respectively) p of
t is a position where p = p′.i, and the subterm t|p′ has an operator f as head, such that the i-th argument is a ‘‘W"-argument
(‘‘V"-argument, respectively). We will also use value-restricted position for a position that only allows values enforced by a
‘‘W"-position.
A context C is like a term, which has a single hole [·] at some term-position p, and the hole must be typed according to
the abstract syntax. If the type τ of the hole is important, then we denote this as C[]τ . The expression C[s] denotes the result
of plugging in a (correctly typed) term s into C , where capturing variables are permitted.
We will also use multi-contexts M that may have more holes at term-positions, which are contexts with multiple,
distinguishable holes, where the holes are in left-to right-order, if not mentioned otherwise. If t1, . . . , tn are terms, and
M is a multicontext with n holes, thenM[t1, . . . , tn] is the term after plugging in the n terms, in left-to-right order.
Definition 2.8 (Distinct Variable Convention). A term t satisfies the distinct variable convention (DVC), iff all bound variables
in t are distinct, and moreover, all bound variables in t are distinct from all the free variables in t .
2.1. Renamings and substitutions
We introduce notions around renamings, substitutions and mappings, since we have to separate reduction-steps and
renaming-steps later on. Usually, a renaming renames bound variables in a term. For a uniform treatment, we will also use
the notion ‘‘renaming" for a bijective replacement of free variables.Wewill use theword ‘‘substitution" ifwemean a perhaps
non-bijective mapping on free variables. In this and the following sections we tacitly assume that replacements of variables
by variables is only performed if the variables have equal type.
A modification (function) of variables of the term s is described by a finite set S of pairs (p, x 7→ y), where p is a
binding position of x. Modifying a term means to apply all the replacements x 7→ y to all occurrences of the variable
x in the scope of the binder at p, and also to the binder, where all the replacements have to be done ‘‘in parallel". E.g.
for s = λx.@(x, (λx.x)), the set S1 = {(1.B.1, x 7→ y), (1.2.B.1, x 7→ z)} represents the modification of s resulting in
λy.@(y, (λz.z)). Note that also free variables may be subject to modification. For the rigorous description of ‘‘renamings"
of free variables, and only for this purpose, we also assume that there is a virtual binder for free variables at the top of the
term. The top of a term t with F V(t) = {x1, . . . , xn} is the place of a virtual binder, written ϕ{x1, . . . , xn}, in order to trace
the free variables during renamings. The position of the binder is named ε0 which has as sons the virtual binding positions
of the free variables, e.g. ε0.2 for the second free variable in the binder ϕ(x1, . . . , xn). For instance for s = λx.y the set
{(1.B.1, x 7→ x′), (ε0.1, y 7→ y′)} is the modification of s resulting in λx′.y′.
Amodification of t is called capture-free, iff the relation between occurrence of a variable and its binding position remains
unchanged, for all variable occurrences in the term t . Note that the modifications are always meant w.r.t. a given term.
Modifications do not make sense without mentioning the term to which they are applied. If it is unambiguous, we represent
a modification by a set S = {(p1, x1 7→ y1), . . . , (pn, xn 7→ yn)} by omitting the positions as {x1 7→ y1, . . . , xn 7→ yn}.
Now we define renamings and variable-substitutions as specialized modifications. A bv-renaming of s is defined as a
modification that is capture-free and renames only bound variables (the virtual binder is not allowed in this case). The
relation s =α t denotes that t can be reached from s by a (perhaps empty) sequence of bv-renamings. An fvbv-renaming σ is
defined as a capture-freemodification that renames free and bound variables of a term s, and that is injective onF V(s).With
fvp(σ )wedenote the inducedmapping of a fvbv-renaming σ of s onF V(s). If {x1 7→ y1, . . . , xn 7→ yn} is the representation
of the mapping on variables, then {x1, . . . , xn} is the domain, and {y1, . . . , yn} the codomain. A vvbv-substitution γ of a term
s is a capture-free modification like an fvbv-renaming, but it may be not injective on F V(s). We also use fvp(γ ), which we
call in this case a vv-substitution, denoted as ν. Given a term s, a setW of variables with F V(s) ⊆ W , a vv-substitution ν on
W , and a vvbv-substitution γ . Then we say γ is compatible with ν onW , iff fvp(γ )(x) = ν(x) for all x ∈ W . This notion is
also used for fvbv-renamings.
Example 2.9. The term λy.x can be modified into λx.y by an fvbv-renaming (or a vvbv-substitution). However, this cannot
be represented as σµ1 for a bv-renaming µ1 and a substitution σ = {x 7→ y}, nor as µ1σ . It can only be represented as
σ1µ1σ2 with two vv-substitutions σ2 = {x 7→ z}, and σ1 = {z 7→ y} and a bv-renaming µ1 = {y 7→ x}.
Lemma 2.10.
• If t1 σ1−→ t2 σ2−→ t3 by vvbv-substitutions σ1, σ2, then the composition σ3 = σ2 ◦ σ1 with t1 σ3−→ t3 is a vvbv-substitution
with fvp(σ3)(x) = fvp(σ2)fvp(σ1)(x) for all x ∈ F V(t1). This also holds for appropriate restrictions to fvbv-renamings and
bv-renamings.
• s =α t iff s = t or s σ−→ t by a single bv-renaming σ .
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• If s σ−→ t by an fvbv-renaming, then the reverse renaming is also capture-free, i.e. a fvbv-renaming. Again this holds also for
bv-renamings.
• If s is a term not satisfying the DVC, then there is a term s′ satisfying the DVC, and a bv-renaming σ with σ(s) = s′. This can
be accomplished by renaming bound variables with fresh variables.
• If s σ−→ t is a vvbv-substitution, and ρ = fvp(σ ), then there are bv-renamings σ1, σ2, and a vv-substitution ρ , such that
s
σ1−→ ρ−→ σ2−→ t, i.e. σ = σ2 ◦ ρ ◦ σ1.
Proof. Easy computations. 
It is interesting to note that terms and vvbv-substitutions form a category with terms as objects and vvbv-substitutions
as arrows; the same holds for fvbv-renamings and bv-renamings. We will also use fvbv-renamings and bv-renamings for
contexts and multicontexts.
Definition 2.11. Let C be a (one-hole) context. Then BPhole(C) is defined as the set of binder-positions in C that have the
hole of C in their scope, BPhole(C) is the complement, i.e. the set of binder-positions that do not have the hole in their scope,
and Vhole(C) is the set of variables that are bound by the binders in BPhole(C). For a multi-context M with any number of
holes, the notation BPhole(M, i) and Vhole(M, i)mean the corresponding notions for the ith hole.
It is obvious that all variables bound by binders in BPhole(C) are different, i.e. there are no binders with equal variables in
this set.
Lemma 2.12. Let C be a context, s be a term, and σ be an fvbv-renaming of C[s]. Then σ can be split into an fvbv-renaming σC
of C, and an fvbv-renaming σs of s, where σ(C[s]) = σC (C)[σs(s)] and the mapping fvp(σs) is injective on Vhole(C) as well as on
F V(s). Also the mapping induced by σ on Vhole(C) is injective.
Proof. Easy. 
Example 2.13. Let C = λy1.(x λz.z λy2.[]) and s = (x y2 λu.u). Then Vhole(C) = {y1, y2}. Let σ be the fvbv-renaming of
C[s] with {x 7→ x′, y1 7→ y′1, y2 7→ y′2, z 7→ z ′, u 7→ u′}. Then σC = {x 7→ x′, y1 7→ y′1, y2 7→ y′2, z 7→ z ′}, and
σs = {x 7→ x′, y1 7→ y′1, y2 7→ y′2, u 7→ u′}. Note that y2 is a bound variable in C , but free in s.
3. Generic lambda calculi with sharing
We assume that a calculus calc is given and describe the required notions and properties that are required such that the
context lemmas hold.
Definition 3.1. We assume that for the calculus calc the following is given:
• A language of expressions in the higher-order abstract syntax, according to Definition 2.1.
• An algorithm unwind, detecting all the potential reduction positions (which must be term positions, but not ‘‘V"-
positions and not ‘‘W"-positions). We assume that the algorithm has a term or a multi-context as input and non-
deterministically produces a sequence of term positions, all of which are reduction positions.
• A small-step reduction relation→0 on terms, where s→0 t0 is defined only for terms s satisfying the DVC, but the term
t0 is not further restricted. The small-step reduction s→ t is then defined as s→0 t0 →1 t , where→1 is a bv-renaming
(see Assumption 3.5).
• A set of answers ANS, which are accepted as successful results of reductions.
• A set VV of vv-substitutions. There are only two permitted possibilities
· VV is the set of all vv-substitutions. In this case we call calc a weakly sharing calculus.
· VV = {Id}. In this case we call calc a strongly sharing calculus.
Note that the restriction VV = {Id} for strongly sharing calculi means that these calculi do not make use of vv-substitutions
in the definition of equivalence. The calculus in [26] presented in Example 3.7, as well as the pi-calculus as in Example 3.8
are weakly sharing, whereas the other calculi in the examples below are strongly sharing. A rule of thumb is that a calculus
that in a reduction rules allows the replacement of a variable by another one at all occurrences can only be weakly sharing.
Note that the calculus in [29] is a strongly sharing version of a previously published, weakly sharing, calculus in [30].
In the example calculi (see Examples 3.6–3.8 and 3.10) the reduction → is either the (call-by-need) normal-order
reduction, and the answers are the WHNFs, or the reduction is the process-reduction, and answers are processes without
any further communication in Example 3.8, or successful processes in Example 3.10.
The algorithm unwind has a term or a multicontext t as input and non-deterministically produces a sequence of term-
positions, starting with p1 = ε. Given t , the possible sequences p1, p2, . . . produced by unwind are called the valid unwind-
runs of t . We do not enforce the sequences to be maximal. The following conditions must hold:
Assumption 3.2 (unwind Assumptions).
(1) If p1, . . . , pn is a valid unwind-run of t , then for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, p1, . . . , pi is also a valid unwind-run of t , the set
{p1, . . . , pn} is a prefix-closed set of positions, and pn 6∈ {p1, . . . , pn−1}.
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(2) If t, t ′ are terms or multicontexts, p1, . . . , pn is a valid unwind-run for t , and for all i < n, we have t(pi) = t ′(pi), then
p1, . . . , pn is also a valid unwind-run for t ′.
(3) If t, t ′ are terms or multicontexts with t = σ(t ′) for an fvbv-renaming σ , and p1, . . . , pn is a valid unwind-run for t ,
then p1, . . . , pn is also a valid unwind-run for t ′.
(4) For weakly sharing calculi, the following additional assumption is required: if t, t ′ are terms or multicontexts, ν ∈ VV ,
γ a vvbv-substitution compatible with ν with t ′ = γ (t), and p1, . . . , pn is a valid unwind-run for t , then p1, . . . , pn is
also a valid unwind-run for t ′.
Given a term or a multicontext t . Then the position p of t is called a reduction position in t , iff p is contained in some valid
unwind-run of t . The set of all reduction positions is defined as RP(t) = {p | p is contained in some valid unwind-run of t}.
Note that every reduction position is a term-position by definition. Since we also apply the formalism to multicontexts, we
can speak of reduction positions of multicontexts as well as of terms. A single-hole context C[] is defined as a a reduction
context, if the hole [] of C is a reduction position in C[]: we denote reduction contexts as R[].
Lemma 3.3. Let M be a multicontext with n holes, and sj, j = 1, . . . , n be terms, such that for some i: M[s1, . . . , si−1, [],
si+1, . . . sn] is a reduction context. Then there is some j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, such that for all terms tk, k = 1, . . . , n,
M[t1, . . . , tj−1, [], tj+1, . . . tn] is a reduction context.
Proof. Let p be the position of the hole in t := M[s1, . . . , si−1, [], si+1, . . . sn]. By the unwind Assumption, there is a valid
unwind-run p1, . . . , pm of t , such that pm = p. Let Q be the set of the positions of the n holes of M . Then there is a least
k such that p1, . . . , pk is a valid unwind-run of t , pk ∈ Q and pk is the position of some hole. Minimality of k implies that
p1, . . . , pk−1 are positions within M , but not the position of any hole of M . Now we can apply the conditions on unwind,
in particular condition (2): unwind produces the valid unwind-run p1, . . . , pk, irrespective of the terms in the holes of M .
Hence the claim of the lemma holds. 
Assumption 3.4 (Answer Assumption). There is a set ANS of answer terms. We assume that the following conditions are
satisfied:
(1) If t
σ−→ t ′ for terms t, t ′ by a fvbv-renaming σ , and t ∈ ANS, then t ′ ∈ ANS.
(2) If t = M[t1, . . . , tn] is an answer for some multicontextM , and no hole ofM is a reduction position, thenM[t ′1, . . . , t ′n]
is also an answer.
The paradigm condition is that the closed answers are exactly the closed irreducible expressions. However, there are
important calculi that do not satisfy this condition. Hence we allowmore flexibility in matching our assumptions in higher-
order calculi: answers are allowed to be reducible, which is the case for the variant of the pi-calculus in Example 3.8. We
allow also that not every irreducible expression (not even irreducible closed expression) is an answer, which allows to apply
our methods to untyped higher-order calculi with stuck expressions.
The essence of the following assumption is that reduction commutes with renaming, and that reduction in strongly
sharing calculi does not modify non-reduction positions up to renamings, and in weakly sharing calculi a replacement of
variables by variables is permitted under further restrictions.
Assumption 3.5 (Reduction Assumption). It is assumed that calc defines a (small-step) relation→0 that is applicable to
terms satisfying theDVC, and that the full small-step relation→ is derived from→0 and a subsequent renaming of variables.
The relation→ is defined such that s → t holds whenever s, t satisfy the DVC, and s →0 t0 σ−→ t for some t0 and some
bv-renaming σ of t0. We assume that the following conditions are satisfied for→ and→0:
(1) If s→ t , then s, t have the same type.
(2) Let t = M[t1, . . . , tn] be a term that satisfies the DVC, where M is a multicontext with n holes that are at non-
reduction positions, and let t ′ be a term with t →0 t ′. Then there is a multicontext M ′ with n′ holes, a mapping
pi : {1, . . . , n′} → {1, . . . , n}, vv-substitutions νi ∈ VV , i ∈ {1, . . . , n′}, where the domain and codomain-variables
of all νi already occur in M , such that for all terms s1, . . . , sn: If M[s1, . . . , sn] satisfies the DVC, then M[s1, . . . , sn] →0
M ′[ν1(spi(1)), . . . , νn′(spi(n′))]. In particular, t ′ = M ′[ν1(tpi(1)), . . . , νn′(tpi(n′))].
Note that νi, i = 1, . . . , n are capture-free since the DVC holds before reduction and that the assumption enforces
that νi are independent from the terms s1, . . . , sn.
(3) If s is a term satisfying the DVC, s→0 t , s σ−→ s′ an fvbv-renaming of s, such that s′ := σ(s)
satisfies the DVC. Then there is a term t ′ and an fvbv-renaming σ ′ of t , where fvp(σ ′) is a
restriction of fvp(σ ), such that s′ →0 t ′ and t ′ = σ ′(t).
s σ /
0

s′
0



t
σ ′
/_____ t ′
Note that in (2) the terms si satisfy the DVC, but there may be multiple occurrences of some si; also the multicontextM ′
may violate the DVC.
We give examples of calculi and illustrate the assumptions:
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Example 3.6. Let the call-by-need λ-calculus3 be given with syntax E ::= V | (E E) | λV .E | (let V = E in E) (see [3]).
Then the search for a normal-order redex is deterministic and can be specified by a label-shift that starts with tL and has the
rules (t1 t2)L → (tL1 t2); (let x = t1 in t2)L → (let x = t1 in tL2) and (let x = t in C[xL])→ (let x = tL in C[x]). It is
clear that the unwind Assumptions are satisfied, since the search for the redex does not depend on former non-L-positions.
The answers are defined to be of the form A ::= λV .E | (let V = E in A). Then the Answer Assumption is satisfied.
The small-step reduction is defined at reduction positions and makes local changes at reduction positions, but non-
reduction positions are never substituted. The full specification is beyond the scope of this paper, but it is easy to see (cf. [3])
that the Reduction Assumptions for a strongly sharing calculus are satisfied.
Example 3.7. Let a fragment of the untyped non-deterministic call-by-need λ-calculus with amb be given with syntax
E ::= V | (E E) | λV .E | (amb E E) | (letrec x1 = E1, . . . , xn = En in E) (see [36]). This calculus is strongly
sharing in our sense. The search for a normal-order redex specified by a label-shift is non-deterministic. The labels are ‘‘T"
for top-term, ‘‘S" for subterm, and ‘‘L" standing for ‘‘S" or ‘‘T". Let unwind start with tT and let the rules be (t1 t2)L →
(tS1 t2); (letrec Env in r)
T → (letrec Env in rS), (letrec x = t, Env in C[xS]) → (let x = tS, Env in C[x]),
(letrec x = t, y = C[xS], Env in r) → (letrec x = tS, y = C[x], Env in r), and the non-deterministic rules for
amb be: (amb t1 t2)L → (amb tS1 t2) and (amb t1 t2)L → (amb t1 tS2 ). If a position is visited twice, then the algorithm stops.
Again it is clear that the unwind Assumptions are satisfied, since the search for the redex does not depend on non-labeled
positions.
The answers are abstractions λV .E as well as abstractions with an enclosing letrec-expression (letrec Env in λV .E).
The Answer Assumptions are satisfied.
The small-step reduction is defined at reduction positions and makes local changes, but again non-reduction positions
are not modified by substitution. It is not hard to check that the Reduction Assumptions are satisfied. We give an illustration
of one rule: (letrec x = λy.s, Env in C[x]) → (letrec x = λy.s, Env in C[λy.s]), provided there is an unwind-run
with intermediate labeling . . . C[xL]. The Reduction Assumption (2) is satisfied, since e.g. M[s1, . . . , sn] = (letrec x =
λy.M1[s1, . . . , sn], Env in C[x]) is reduced to (letrec x = λy.M1[s1, . . . , sn], Env in C[λy.M1[s1, . . . , sn]]), which can be
written asM ′[s1, . . . , sn, s1, . . . , sn], whereM ′[. . .] = (letrec x = λy.M1[. . .], Env in C[λy.M2[. . .]]).
The non-deterministic call-by-need λ-calculus with choice in [26] is a bit different insofar as only variables are
permitted as arguments in applications, and that beta-reduction is always a replacement of variables for variables, the rule
being (λx.r) y→ r[y/x]. This calculus is weakly sharing. For the case-rule (see [26]) a joint replacement of several variables
will take place, which may be a non-injective mapping. Nevertheless, all our assumptions are satisfied.
Example 3.8. The pi-calculus as already mentioned in Example 2.5 can also be checked for an appropriate representation
and for the validity of our assumptions. In the literature there are different variants of the pi-calculus, which are usually
equipped with a theory based on bisimilarity. We will add a variant that is operationally admissible, though a full analysis
is left for future work. Instead of equivalence axioms for concurrent processes and new name-binders, we view these as
reduction rules, which will turn out to be completely adequate for our may- and must-convergence definitions, but are not
compatible with the notion of total must convergence, since this encoding will introduce infinite reduction sequences.
The presentation of unwind as a label-shift algorithm has the following rules, where we also add the non-deterministic
possibilities: (P | Q )L → (PL | Q ), or (P | Q )L → (P | Q L); (νx.P)L → νx.PL; and (!P)L → (! PL). This algorithm for finding
reduction positions satisfies our unwind Assumptions. The reduction rules adapted to our view of calculi are the rules
that correspond to ‘‘structural equivalences", which are replaced by the corresponding rules, like e.g. (P | Q ) → (Q | P);
(P1 | (P2 | P3))→ ((P1 | P2) | P3); (νx.P) | Q → (νx.(P | Q )), if x 6∈ F V(Q ), νx.νy.P → νy.νx.P , and the rule !P → P | !P . The
important rules are (P + Q )→ P , (P + Q )→ Q and the communication rule (COM): x(y1, . . . , yn).P | x〈z1, . . . , zn〉.Q →
P[z1/y1, . . . , zn/yn] | Q . The rules can only be applied if the redex is a reduction position and not below an !-operator. The
latter restriction shows that the notion of reduction position and the notion of redex may be different.
An appropriate definition of answers (or successful processes) that satisfies our assumptions is as follows: a process P is
an answer, iff the rules for P+Q and the communication rules are not applicable, even after a finite number of ‘‘equivalence
reductions". This set of definitions satisfies all our assumptions for a weakly sharing calculus.
To use the structural equivalences and the definition of reduction modulo this equivalence is not covered by our
framework, where the associative-commutative rules can be encoded, but the ν-shifting rules have to be made explicit.
Note that the (COM)-reduction rule from the pi-calculus is the only rule among all other considered rules that has a non-
linear left hand side, however, the rule application is severely restricted, insofar as its applicability depends only on equality
of two variable names.
Remark 3.9. If a calculus has ‘‘W"-positions, then the possible interactions are restricted by the following assumptions:
for example, in a reduction s → t , it is not possible to copy/move a value v that is at a term position and also at a non-
reduction position in s to a position in t that is value-position, since the Reduction Assumptions require that v is visible in
the multicontext M ′ at a term position. This does not happen in common copy-rules, since only values are copied that are
in reduction position.
3 There may be minor variations in the normal-order redex in the cited calculi.
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Example 3.10. The calculus λ(fut) in [29] is an extension of the lambda-calculus with features of the pi-calculus, however,
there are cells and futures instead of channels. The representation in our syntax requires, similar as in the pi-calculus, the
two types process and term,where only variables of type term are permitted. The structural congruences can be represented
as reduction rules as for the pi-calculus. The lambda-calculus evaluation follows a call-by-value strategy, though there are
futures (i.e. variables) used for sharing results instead of a replacing beta-rule. The answers are so called successful processes,
which have e.g. no pending (non-equivalence) reduction possibilities. The calculus λ(fut) satisfies our assumptions and is
a strongly sharing calculus, using a specific abstract-syntax-encoding, hence the two context lemmas for may- and must-
convergence hold.
If the abstract-syntax encoding uses the value-construct, and encodes cell-expressions (x c t), such that the second
argument is a ‘‘W"-position of the operator (· c ·), and only variables and abstractions are permitted as second argument, then
all assumptions are satisfied, and again we derive the two context lemmas for may- and must-convergence. In extensions
of this language, also other values like lists could be permitted as second argument.
Remark 3.11. We give examples of calculi that do not fall into the scope of ourmethod for sharing or weakly sharing calculi
to prove context lemmas. Note that later we will prove variants of iu-theorems for some of the calculi below.
• If reduction within abstractions is not permitted, then the beta-reduction rule violates our Reduction Assumption, since
non-reduction positions may be modified: an example being (λx.C[x])(λy.y) → C[(λy.y)]. Using the multicontext
M = (λx.[]) and s1 = x, the only possibility for an M ′ is M ′ = ([]), however, there is a replacement of x, and hence
this is impossible.
• It is not permitted by our assumptions to have a beta-rule replacing only variables by variables like (λx.C[x]) y→ C[y],
if y is at a potential position of a hole: With M = ((λx.[]) []), it is not possible to find an appropriate M ′, since the vv-
substitutionmust only depend onM , not on the contents of the holes. If the argument position of applications is restricted
to variables then the Reduction Assumptions are not violated.
• If we try to extend the assumptions and proof method such that M[s1, . . . , sn] may have a more general result
M ′[σ1(s1), . . . , σn(sn)] after a single reduction,where σi is a substitution of terms for variables, thenwe run into technical
trouble in the proofs of the context lemma(s) since the substitutions may depend on the terms si and not only on the
multicontextM .
• Similar arguments hold for pattern match or case-rules that reduce (case (c s1 . . . sn) of(c x1 . . . xn) → s, . . .) to e.g.
s[t1/x1, . . . , tn/xn], which cannot be covered.• A rule of the form f (g a) → b, where f , g are unary and a, b are constants and the subterm (g a) is a non-reduction
position can not be represented, since this would imply by our assumptions that f s→ b for all subterms s.
4. Contextual preorder and equivalence for may- and must-convergence
In this section we define different kinds of convergence properties of terms, and the corresponding notions of contextual
preorder and equivalence. There are three main notions of convergence of a term t: may-convergence, which means that t
may reduce to an answer,must-convergence,whichmeans that every term reachable by reduction from t ismay-convergent,
and total must-convergence, which means that t has no reduction to a must divergent term (failure term) and no infinite
reduction.
Definition 4.1. A term t is called
• may-convergent iff there is some answer t ′ with t ∗−→ t ′, denoted as t ↓.
• must-divergent iff t is not may-convergent, denoted as t ⇑.
• may-divergent iff there is some term t ′ ⇑with t ∗−→ t ′, denoted as t ↑.
• must-convergent iff t ∗−→ t ′ implies t ′ ↓, denoted as t ⇓.
• totally must-convergent iff t ⇓ and there is no infinite reduction starting with t , denoted as t W .• totally may-divergent iff t ↑, or there is an infinite reduction starting with t , denoted as t .
Note that t is not may-divergent iff it is must-convergent.
In calculi with a deterministic→0-reduction the may- and must-predicates are identical. As a generalization, we call a
calculus deterministic iff the may- and must-convergence predicates are identical for all terms. Terms t with t ⇓, but not
t W , are calledweakly divergent in [6]. Must-convergence is interesting because it is linked to fairness (see e.g. [6,34,36,29]);
further justification for non-total may-divergence is in [38].
Definition 4.2. Let s, t be two terms of the same type τ , andM ∈ {↓,⇓, W }. Then
• s ≤M,τ t iff for all C[]τ : C[s]M =⇒ C[t]M, and• s ≤Mν,τ t , iff for all C[]τ , for all vv-substitutions ν ∈ VV and for all vvbv-substitutions γs, γt compatible with ν on
F V(s) ∪ F V(t): C[γs(s)]M =⇒ C[γt(t)]M.
In the following we omit mention of τ in the suffix of the relations, if this is not ambiguous.
Easy consequences are that for all terms s: s W =⇒ s ⇓ and s ⇓ =⇒ s ↓, that forM ∈ {↓,⇓, W }, the relations ≤M
are compatible with contexts, and reflexive and transitive, and that ≤Mν ⊆ ≤M , which follows from the definition of
term-position in Definition 2.7.
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s2,0
σ2,0 /_____
0

t2,0
0


. . . . . .
s
σ1 /
σ2

t
σ3



s′ σ4
/_____ t ′
Fig. 1. Reduction diagrams for Lemma 4.4.
Note that for a general proof of transitivity of≤M , without further assumptions on the calculus, it is far more appropriate
to permit that C[s], C[t]may contain free variables. The corresponding proof w.r.t. a definition of≤M that restricts C[s], C[t]
to be closed is in general not applicable, since the middle term C[s2] is not necessarily closed, if C[s1], C[s3] are closed. An
example for this phenomenon are the expressions s1 = (λx.0) y, s2 = (λx.0) z, s3 = (λx.0) u , where x, y, u are variables. In a
lambda-calculus like in [42,36], the expressions s1, s2, s3 are equivalent. Using the contextC = (letrec y = 0, u = 0in [·]),
we have that C[s1], C[s3] are closed, but C[s2] is open, and hence transitivity using the ‘‘for all closing contexts"-definition
of≤M can only be proved using specific properties of the calculus under consideration.
Contextual equivalence is defined as ∼↓ :=≤↓ ∩ ≥↓ for deterministic calculi and for nondeterministic calculi as
∼↓⇓ :=∼↓ ∩ ≤⇓ ∩ ≥⇓ or ∼↓ W := ∼↓ ∩ ≤ W ∩ ≥ W depending on the used must-convergence predicate. The relations∼↓ν are defined analogously using the respective≤-relations.
Example 4.3. The relation ≤↓ν may be different from ≤↓ (in exotic calculi). Consider the calculus with one binary
constructor c and a constant d, and the reduction rule: c x x→ d, let d be the only answer, and let all positions be reduction
positions. Then c x y ≤↓ c x z, but c x y 6≤↓ν c x z.
For simplifying several proofs in the following sections, we introduce a 0-1-labelled variant of→-reduction sequences,
which is nothing else but a reduction of the form s1,0 →0 s1,1 →1 s2,0 →0 s2,1 →1 . . .. I.e., a reduction, where→0-
reductions and bv-renamings→1 are alternating, and the terms si,0 satisfy the DVC.
Lemma 4.4. Let s, t be terms satisfying the DVC with s σ−→ t by an fvbv-renaming σ , and Red be a 0-1-labelled reduction of
s as follows: s = s1,0 →0 s1,1 →1 s2,0 →0 s2,1 . . . →0 sn,1 →1 sn+1,0. Then there is also a reduction of t of the form
t = t1,0 →0 t1,1 →1 t2,0 →0 t2,1 . . . →0 tn,1 →1 tn+1,0 with terms ti,k, such that for all i, k: si,k σi,k−→ ti.k by fvbv-renamings
σi,k, fvp(σi,k) is a restriction of fvp(σ ), the terms ti,0 satisfy the DVC, and sn+1,0 is an answer iff tn+1,0 is an answer (see left diagram
in Fig. 1).
The lemma holds also for bv-renamings instead of fvbv-renamings. The lemma also holds, if the 0-1-labelled reduction of s
starts with a→1-reduction, in which case the reduction of t also starts with a→1-reduction.
Proof. We show the claim by induction on the number of reductions. The base case holds using the Answer Assumption 3.4.
Let s, t be terms satisfying the DVC with s
σ−→ t by a fvbv-renaming σ , and s→0 s′. Then by the Reduction Assumption 3.5,
there is some t ′ with t →0 t ′, and s′ σ
′−→ t ′, where fvp(σ ′) is a restriction of fvp(σ ). Let s, t be terms with s σ1−→ t by an
fvbv-renaming, and s
σ2−→ s′ by a bv-renaming, and s′ satisfies the DVC. If s already satisfies the DVC, then σ2 is the identity.
The reverse σ−12 of σ2 is also a bv-renaming. Moreover, by Lemma 2.10, there is a bv-renaming σ3, such that t
σ3−→ t ′ and t ′
satisfies the DVC. With σ4 = σ−12 ◦ σ1 ◦ σ3, we have s′
σ4−→ t ′ by Lemma 2.10, since composition of fvbv-renamings is also a
fvbv-renaming. Moreover, the fv-parts of σ1 and σ4 are the same. (see right diagram in Fig. 1). 
Proposition 4.5. Let s, s′ be terms with s′ = σ(s), where σ is a fvbv-renaming. Then sM ⇔ s′M for all M ∈ {↓,⇓,↑,
⇑, W ,}.
Proof. Let s, t be terms with t = σ(s), where σ is an fvbv-renaming.
If s ↓, then Lemma 4.4 and the condition on answer-terms Assumption 3.4 shows that a reduction from s to an answer
can be translated to a reduction of t to an answer. Hence t ↓. Since the reverse of σ is a fvbv-renaming by Lemma 2.10, the
converse also holds. This immediately also shows that s ⇑ ⇐⇒ t ⇑.
Now let s ↑. Then Lemma 4.4 and the first part of the proof shows that a reduction from s to amust-divergent term can be
translated to a reduction of t to a must-divergent term. Hence t ↑. Since the reverse of σ is a fvbv-renaming by Lemma 2.10,
the converse implication also holds. An immediate consequence is that s ⇓ ⇐⇒ t ⇓.
Let s . Then a reduction from s to a must-divergent term or an infinite→-reduction starting from s can be transferred
using Lemma 4.4 to a reduction from t to a must-divergent term or to an infinite reduction. Hence t . The reverse
implication also holds. Again, an immediate consequence is s W ⇐⇒ t W . 
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5. Context lemmas
We define the preorders restricted to reduction contexts and show the context lemmas for all the combinations of the
different notions of convergences and for the two kinds of calculi.
Definition 5.1. For all terms s, t of equal type τ andM ∈ {↓,⇓, W }:
• s ≤M,Rν,τ t iff for all reduction contexts R[]τ , all vv-substitutions ν ∈ VV , all vvbv-substitutions γs, γt of s, t compatible
with ν on F V(s) ∪ F V(t), we have R[γs(s)]M =⇒ R[γt(t)]M.
• s ≤M,Rν,τ t iff for all reduction contexts R[]τ , all vv-substitutions ν ∈ VV , such that ν(s), ν(t) is without variable capture,
we have R[ν(s)]M =⇒ R[ν(t)]M.
• The relation s ≤M,R,τ t holds iff for all reduction contexts R[]τ , we have R[s]M =⇒ R[t]M.
Note that in the following, we will drop the type-suffix τ .
We can slightly restrict the necessary reduction contexts for≤M,R, by using renamings and Proposition 4.5:
Lemma 5.2. Let calc be strongly sharing andM ∈ {↓,⇓, W }. Then≤M,Rν = ≤M,R.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.5, since for a reduction context R, σs, σt (with adapted positions) are also bv-
renamings of R[s], R[t], respectively. 
In the technical part for weakly sharing calculi we will work with the relation ≤M,Rν,τ . We show that ≤M,Rν,τ , which is
more intuitive and which is also easier to check, is indeed equivalent to≤M,Rν,τ .
Lemma 5.3. LetM ∈ {↓,⇓, W }. Then≤M,Rν,τ=≤M,Rν,τ .
Proof. The containment ≤M,Rν,τ⊆≤M,Rν,τ is trivial. The nontrivial part is to show the other direction: ≤M,Rν,τ⊆≤M,Rν,τ .
For s ≤M,Rν,τ t , we have to show that s ≤M,Rν,τ t: let R be a reduction context, ν ∈ VV , and γs, γt be vvbv-substitutions
compatible with ν onF V(s)∪F V(t), and R[γs(s)]M. Let σs,1 be amodification of R[γs(s)] that renames all bound variables
in γs(s) to fresh and different variables. We will use Proposition 4.5 several times in the following. The first consequence
is σs,1R[γs(s)]M. Since the variables are fresh, there is a modification σs,2 of s, such that σs,1R[γs(s)] = R[ν(σs,2(s))]. Note
that the latter is an application of ν without capturing of variables. Now we can apply the assumption s ≤M,Rν,τ t , which
in turn implies that for all bv-modifications σs,3, σt,3, the relation σs,3(s) ≤M,Rν,τ σt,3(t) holds. Similar as for s, there
are modifications σt,1, σt,2, such that R[γt(t)]M ⇐⇒ σt,1R[γt(t)]M. There is a modification σt,2 of bound variables
of t with fresh variables, such that σt,1R[γt(t)] = R[ν(σt,2(t))]. Since from the assumption and from R[ν(σs,2(s))]M, we
derive R[ν(σt,2(t))]M. The equivalences now show that R[γt(t)]M. Since this holds for all reduction contexts R, the claim is
proved. 
We separate the proofs for weakly and strongly sharing calculi, since there is a different treatment of renamings, and the
weakly sharing part requires more arguments w.r.t. vvbv-substitutions.
Lemma 5.4 (May-Convergence and Weakly Sharing). Let calc be weakly sharing. Then≤↓,Rν = ≤↓ν .
Proof. We show the following generalized claim:
For all n, all multicontexts M with n holes, all i = 1, . . . , n and all vv-substitutions νi ∈ VV , and compatible
vvbv-substitutions γs,i, γt,i on F V(si) ∪ F V(ti): if for terms si, ti: si ≤↓,Rν ti, then M[γs,1(s1), . . . , γs,n(sn)] ↓ =⇒
M[γt,1(t1), . . . , γt,n(tn)] ↓. For convenience let s′i := γs,i(si), t ′i := γt,i(ti). Note that in the inductive proof below we will
only use the weakened precondition s′i ≤↓,Rν t ′i . Proposition 4.5 permits us to assume, by applying bv-renamings, that the
bound variables in s′i and t
′
i are distinct.
The claim is shown by induction on the length l of 0-1-labelled-reductions ofM[s′1, . . . , s′n] to an answer, and second on
the number of holes ofM .
As a base case, the claim is obviously true, if the number n of holes is equal to 0, since thenM[s′1, . . . , s′n] = M[t ′1, . . . , t ′n].
There are two cases:
1. In M[s′1, . . . , s′n] some s′i is in a reduction position. This means that at least one of the contexts Mi =
M[s′1, . . . , s′i−1, [], s′i+1, . . . , s′n] is a reduction context. Then Lemma 3.3 shows that there is some j, such that
M[s′1, . . . , s′j−1, [], s′j+1, . . . , s′n] as well as M[t ′1, . . . , t ′j−1, [], t ′j+1, . . . , t ′n] is a reduction context. Using the induction
hypothesis for the context M ′ := M[[], . . . , [], s′j, [], . . . , []], which has n − 1 holes, it follows that M[s′1, . . . , s′n] ↓ =⇒
M[t ′1, . . . , t ′j−1, s′j, t ′j+1, . . . , t ′n] ↓.
Since M[t ′1, . . . , t ′j−1, [], t ′j+1, . . . , t ′n] is a reduction context, the assumption and M[t ′1, . . . , t ′j−1, s′j, t ′j+1, . . . , t ′n] ↓ imply
thatM[t ′1, . . . , t ′j−1, t ′j , t ′j+1, . . . , t ′n] ↓.
2. For all i: None of the contexts Mi = M[s′1, . . . , s′i−1, [], s′i+1, . . . , s′n] is a reduction context. Lemma 3.3 implies that
none of the holes ofM is at a reduction position. If l = 0, thenM[s′1, . . . , s′n] is an answer-term, and by Assumption 3.4, the
expressionM[t ′1, . . . , t ′n] is also an answer term. Now assume that l > 0:
2a. First we consider the case that M[s′1, . . . , s′n] satisfies the DVC and that the reduction on M[s′1, . . . , s′n] is a→0-
reduction. Let M[s′1, . . . , s′n] →0 s′ be the start of the 0-1-labelled reduction of length l to an answer. By the Reduction
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Assumption 3.5(2), there is a multicontext M ′ with n′ holes, νi ∈ VV for i ∈ {1, . . . , n′}, and a mapping pi : {1, . . . , n′} →
{1, . . . , n}, such that s′ = M ′[ν1(s′pi(1)), . . . , νn′(s′pi(n′))].
The same holds by Reduction Assumption 3.5(2) for M[t ′1, . . . , t ′n]: there is a reduction M[t ′1, . . . , t ′n] →0
M ′[ν1(t ′pi(1)), . . . , νn′(t ′pi(n′))]. Now we can apply the induction hypothesis, since the number of reductions to an answer
of s′ is l− 1, and the required preconditions hold: for all R, νR and if γRs,i, γRt,i are compatible with νR on F V(s′i) ∪ F V(t ′i ),
then for all i = 1, . . . , n′: R[γRs,iνi(s′pi(i))] ↓ =⇒ R[γRt,iνi(t ′pi(i))] ↓ holds, since γRs,iνi and γRt,iνi are also vvbv-substitutions
compatible with a common vv-substitution (see Lemma 2.10).
2b. The other case is that M[s′1, . . . , s′n] is the result of a→0-reduction and the next reduction step in the 0-1-labelled
reduction is a bv-renaming. Then the reduction consists of applying some bv-renaming M[s′1, . . . , s′n] σ−→ M ′[s′′1, . . . , s′′n],
such thatM ′[s′′1, . . . , s′′n] satisfies the DVC.
Using Lemma 2.12, let σM be the part of the renaming σ for the binder positions that are in M . LetWi, i = 1, . . . , n be
the set of variables that may be potentially bound in hole i, i.e.Wi = Vhole(M, i), and let ρi, i = 1, . . . , n be the mappings on
Wi induced by σ . Note that ρi is injective onWi. The effect of the bv-renaming σ can be modelled as follows:
It induces a bv-renaming M
σM−→ M ′, and fvbv-renamings µi with s′i
µi−→ s′′i , where µi is compatible with ρi for all i.
We construct an appropriate bv-renaming σ ′ for M[t ′1, . . . , t ′n] by using σM again for M , and for every i fvbv-renamings
µ′i for t
′
i , where for all i: µ
′
i is compatible with ρi. For the bv-part of µ
′
i fresh variables must be used, which ensures that
σ ′(M[t ′1, . . . , t ′n]) satisfies the DVC. By construction, we have σ ′(M[t ′1, . . . , t ′n]) = M ′[µ′1(t ′1), . . . , µ′n(t ′n)].
It remains to show that the preconditions µi(s′i) ≤↓,Rν µ′i(t ′i ) hold for all pairs (µi(s′i), µ′i(t ′i )): Let i be fixed in the
following, and let R be a reduction context, let ν ′ be a vv-substitution, and γ ′s,i be vvbv-substitutions ofµi(s
′
i) compatiblewith
ν ′ such that R[γ ′s,iµi(s′i)] ↓. Now let γ ′t,i be a vvbv-substitution ofµ′i(t ′i ) compatible with ν ′. The substitutions γ ′s,iµi and γ ′t,iµ′i
are compatible with the same vv-substitution νρi|ρi(Wi) by Lemma 2.10. Thus we obtain from si ≤↓,Rν ti that R[γ ′t,iµ′i(t ′i )] ↓.
Since the preconditions are satisfied for all i, the multicontext is the same M ′ for si, ti, i = 1, . . . , n, and the reduction
length has been reduced, we can apply the induction hypothesis. 
For a finite set of variablesW , a context C is called fresh for W , iff for all variables x ∈ W , x is not bound by a binder in
BPhole(C).
Lemma 5.5. Let s, t be terms,M ∈ {↓,⇓, W } and W be a finite set of variables that contains all variables occurring in s, t. Then
s ≤M,R t holds, iff for all reduction contexts R that are fresh for W, we have R[s]M =⇒ R[t]M.
Proof. Let R be an arbitrary reduction context with R[s] ↓. We have to show that R[t] ↓. Let σ be a bv-renaming that
renames all the binders in BPhole(R) by fresh variables that are not inW . Then σ(R) is a reduction context due to the unwind-
conditions and satisfies the preconditions. Hence σ(R)[s] ↓ by Proposition 4.5. The preconditions imply that σ(R)[t] ↓. Since
the reverse of σ is also a bv-renaming, we have also R[t] ↓, again by Proposition 4.5. The same arguments, but using the
other claims of Proposition 4.5, show the other parts of the lemma. 
Lemma 5.6 (May-Convergence and Strongly Sharing). Let calc be strongly sharing. Then≤↓,R = ≤↓.
Proof. We show the following generalized claim:
For all n and all multicontexts M with n holes: if for terms si, ti, i = 1, . . . , n, and for all i = 1, . . . , n: si ≤↓,R ti, then
M[s1, . . . , sn] ↓ =⇒ M[t1, . . . , tn] ↓.
Note that the induction and the cases are instances of the cases in the proof of Lemma 5.4, where vv-substitutions can
be omitted (see also Lemma 5.2); only the final part (2b) is different. We will present this part of the proof in detail:
2b. Consider the case that M[s1, . . . , sn] is the result of a→0-reduction, that it does not satisfy the DVC, and the next
reduction step in the 0-1-labelled reduction is a renaming. Then the reduction consists of applying some bv-renaming
M[s1, . . . , sn] σ−→ M ′[s′1, . . . , s′n], such that M ′[s′1, . . . , s′n] satisfies the DVC. Note that every term si satisfies the DVC, but
there may be double occurrences of the same term.
Using Lemma 2.12, let σM be the part of the renaming σ for the binder positions that are inM . LetWi = Vhole(M, i), i =
1, . . . , n, and let ρi, i = 1, . . . , n be the mappings onWi induced by σ . Note that ρi is injective onWi. The bv-renaming σ
induces fvbv-renamings µi with si
µi−→ s′i , where µi is compatible with ρi. We construct an appropriate bv-renaming σ ′ for
M[t1, . . . , tn] by using σM again forM , and for every i fvbv-renamings µ′i for ti, where for all i: µ′i is compatible with ρi. For
the bv-part of µ′i fresh variables must be used, which ensures that σ ′(M[t1, . . . , tn]) satisfies the DVC. By construction, we
have σ ′(M[t1, . . . , tn]) = M ′[µ′1(t1), . . . , µ′n(tn)].
We have to show that the precondition µi(si) ≤↓,R µ′i(ti) holds for all pairs (µi(si), µ′i(ti)), i = 1, . . . , n: Let i be fixed
in the following, and let R be a reduction context with R[µi(si)] ↓, where we assume using Lemma 5.5 that the binders
BPhole(R) use fresh variables. We have to show that R[µ′i(ti)] ↓.
We construct an fvbv-renaming σ2 of R[µi(si)] as follows, such that σ2 acts as the inverse of µi on si; moreover, the
mapping of σ2 on Vhole(R) is a restriction of ρ−1i . Note that σ2 may also act on free variables in R[µi(si)], since R may have
too few binders. The construction of σ2 is possible due to the freshness assumption on R and since si satisfies the DVC.
Then σ2(R[µi(si)]) = σ2(R)[si], and σ2(R) is a reduction context by Assumption 3.2 on unwind. Proposition 4.5 shows
that σ2(R)[si] ↓. The assumptions si ≤↓,R ti now imply that σ2(R)[ti] ↓. Now starting with R[µ′i(ti)], we also construct an
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fvbv-renaming σ3 of R[µ′i(ti)] that acts as a reverse of µ′i on ti, such that the induced mapping on Vhole(R) is a restriction of
ρ−1i . We also assume that σ3 renames binders in BPhole(R) exactly as σ2. Since ti satisfies the DVC, and due to the freshness
assumptions for R, there is no conflict between variables from ti, bound variables in R and variables in µ′i(ti), hence σ3 can
be constructed and is an fvbv-renaming. Then σ3(R[µ′i(ti)]) = σ3(R)[ti] = σ2(R)[ti]. Now σ2(R)[ti] ↓ and Proposition 4.5
imply R[µ′i(ti)] ↓. 
Lemma 5.7 (Must-Convergence and Strongly Sharing). Let calc be strongly sharing. Then≤↓,R ∩ ≤⇓,R ⊆ ≤⇓.
Proof. We show the following generalized claim, using may-divergence.
For all n and all multicontexts M with n holes: if for all for terms si, ti, i = 1, . . . , n, and for all i = 1, . . . , n:
si ≤↓,R ti ∧ si ≤⇓,R ti, thenM[t1, . . . , tn] ↑ =⇒ M[s1, . . . , sn] ↑.
The claim is shown by induction on the number l of→0 and→1-reductions of 0-1-labeled reductions of M[t1, . . . , tn]
to a must-divergent term, and second on the number of holes of M . The proof is almost a copy of the proof of the context
Lemma 5.6 for may-divergence; we give a sketch and emphasize the differences:
If some term ti is in a reduction position inM[t1, . . . , tn], then the arguments are the same as in the proof of Lemma 5.6.
If no hole ofM[t1, . . . , tn] is a reduction position, l > 0, and the reduction is a→0-reduction, then the same arguments
as in the in proof of Lemma 5.6 show that we can use induction on l.
The base case l = 0 is thatM[t1, . . . , tn] is must-divergent: suppose thatM[s1, . . . , sn] is not must-divergent. Then it is
may-convergent, which by the assumption ∀i : si ≤↓,R ti and the context Lemma 5.6 implies thatM[t1, . . . , tn] ↓, which is
a contradiction. HenceM[s1, . . . , sn] ↑, and the base case is proved.
If no hole ofM[t1, . . . , tn] is a reduction position, l > 0, and the reduction is a renaming→1, then the same arguments
as in the proof of the may-context Lemma 5.6 apply. 
An immediate consequence is:
Corollary 5.8. Let calc be strongly sharing. Then
≤↓ ∩ ≤⇓,R ⊆ ≤⇓
≤↓,R ∩ ≤⇓,R = ≤↓ ∩ ≤⇓
≤↓ ∩ ≤⇓,R = ≤↓ ∩ ≤⇓
Lemma 5.9 (Must-Convergence and Weakly Sharing). Let calc be weakly sharing. Then ≤↓,Rν ∩ ≤⇓,Rν ⊆ ≤⇓ν , and hence
also≤↓,Rν ∩ ≤⇓,Rν = ≤↓ν ∩ ≤⇓ν ,
Proof. The proof can be done similar to the argumentation of the proof of Lemma 5.7 with analogous extensions as done in
the proof of Lemma 5.4. 
Lemma 5.10 (Total Must-Convergence and Strongly Sharing). Let calc be a strongly sharing calculus. Then≤ W ,R t = ≤ W .
Proof. We show the following generalized claim:
For all n and all multicontexts M with n holes: if for all terms si, ti and for all i = 1, . . . , n: si ≤ W ,R ti, then
M[s1, . . . , sn] W =⇒ M[t1, . . . , tn] W .
Thus, let us assume thatM, si, ti are given, thatM[s1, . . . , sn] W , and that the claim holds for all terms that can be reached
from M[s1, . . . , sn] by a 0-1-labelled→-reduction sequence, where at least one→0 reduction is included. Proposition 4.5
permits us to assume, by applying bv-renamings, that the bound variables in si and ti are distinct. The claim is shown by
well-founded induction on the order
+−→ defined by the reduction→ for all the descendents ofM[s1, . . . , sn], and second on
the number of holes ofM . As a base case, the claim is obviously true, if n = 0.
There are several cases, we give a sketch for every case:
(1) Some si or ti is in a reduction position inM[s1, . . . , sn] orM[t1, . . . , tn], respectively. Then some hole ofM[., . . . , .] is in
a reduction context, and the arguments in case (1) of the proof of Lemma 5.6 (resp. Lemma 5.4) apply using induction
on the number of holes.
(2) None of the contexts Mi = M[s1, . . . , si−1, [], si+1, . . . , sn] is a reduction context. Then no hole of M is a reduction
position. We have to show that all reduction sequences of M[t1, . . . , tn] terminate. If M[t1, . . . , tn] is an answer-term,
then we are finished. If M[t1, . . . , tn] is irreducible, then by the same arguments as in in the proof of Lemma 5.6,
M[s1, . . . , sn] is also irreducible, which implies that M[s1, . . . , sn] is an answer, and hence M[t1, . . . , tn] is an answer,
too. If M[t1, . . . , tn] has a reduction, then using the Reduction Assumption 3.5 for→0 and the same arguments as in
Lemma 5.6, we can apply the induction hypothesis. 
The already demonstrated techniques suffice to prove:
Lemma 5.11 (Total Must-Convergence for Weakly Sharing). Let calc be weakly sharing. Then≤ W ,Rν = ≤ W ν .
Also using Lemma 5.3, we obtain:
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Theorem 5.12 (Generic Context Lemma). Let calc be a sharing calculus, i.e. such that our Assumptions 3.2, 3.4 and 3.5 are
satisfied. Then the following relations hold:
strongly sharing weakly sharing
≤↓,R = ≤↓ ≤↓,Rν = ≤↓ν ⊆ ≤↓
≤ W ,R = ≤ W ≤ W ,Rν = ≤ W ,ν ⊆ ≤ W
≤↓,R ∩ ≤⇓,R = ≤↓ ∩ ≤⇓ ≤↓,Rν ∩ ≤⇓,Rν = ≤↓ν ∩ ≤⇓ν ⊆ ≤⇓
6. Deriving a generic IU-theorem for non-sharing calculi
In this section we extend the context lemmas also to call-by-name and call-by-value calculi that violate the Reduction
Assumption, and in addition do not permit a letrec. For example, calculi employing beta-reduction, fixpoint-reduction
and/or a substituting case-reduction.Wewill show in the following that under certain restrictions, variants of ciu-theorems
can be derived from the context lemmas in sharing calculi via a translation. We call them iu-theorems, since we have to
omit the ‘‘closedness of instantiations" restriction.
The idea of deriving such an iu-theorem for calculi with substituting beta- or case-reduction is as follows: For a generic
calculus calc with non-sharing call-by-value or call-by-name reduction we translate calc into a sharing variant calcL of
this calculus, by adding a let-construct and bymodifying the substituting reduction of calc into a reduction strategywhich
delays the substitutions until they are needed. After showing that calcL fulfills the requirements such that the context lemma
holds, we transfer the context lemma derived for calcL into the setting of calc by showing that the translation from calc
into calcL is adequate, i.e. is compositional and preserves and reflects may-, must- and total-must-convergence.
We will use a general form of multi-contexts, only for the presentation of the assumptions below, where the positions of
holes are allowed at term-positions and operand-positions, and where we allow that the positions may occur in a different
order than in the left-to-right order. To avoid confusion, we use the special notationM[[·, . . . , ·]] for those.
We will give a rigorous definition of call-by-value and call-by-name calculi in Definition 6.2, but we will already use the
notions in the description of the (non-sharing) reduction assumptions below. The restrictions on the reduction rules try to
capture a lot of common call-by-value and call-by-name calculi, but they are also slightly restrictive such that the sharing
variants of the rules will match our sharing reduction assumptions required for proving the context lemmas.
Assumption 6.1 (Non-Sharing Assumption). The assumptions are formulated for call-by-value and call-by-name variants of
calculi: (Note that→ is the reduction→0 with a subsequent renaming of variables if necessary). Generally, we assume that
if s →0 t , then s, t have the same type, s must satisfy the DVC, and that there is no reduction position in the scope of a
variable binder. Moreover, the reduction s→0 t satisfies one of the following two restrictions:
(1) (a) The reduction s→0 t is of the form R[D[[x1 . . . xn.t0, t1, . . . , tn′ ]]]→0 R[D′[t0[t1/x1, . . . , tn/xn]]], where 0 ≤ n ≤ n′,
R is a reduction context, D′ is a context, D is a general multicontext, D consists only of operators and holes, the holes
for t1, . . . , tn are either term-positions or value-restricted positions (for call-by-value calculi) all term-positions of
D are reduction positions in R[D[[·, . . . , ·]]].
For call-by-value calculi there are further restrictions:
• all terms ti, i = 1, . . . , n are values,
• the holes for the expressions ti for i = 1, . . . , n that are term-positions are reduction positions in R[D[[·, . . . , ·]]].
(b) Moreover, for all expressions r0, r1, . . . , rn′ , and all reduction contexts R′, if R′[D[[x1 . . . xn.r0, r1, . . . , rn′ ]]] satisfies
all the conditions of the previous item, then R′[D[[x1 . . . xn.r0, r1, . . . , rn′ ]]] →0 R′[D′[r0[r1/x1, . . . , rn/xn]]] is also a
reduction.
(2) (a) The reduction s→0 t is of the form R[D[[x.t0]]]→0 R[D′[[x.t0, x.t0]]], where R is a reduction context,D,D′ are general
multi-contexts, D consists only of operators and the hole, all term-positions of D are reduction positions in R[D[[·]]],
and R[D[[x.t0]]] satisfies the DVC.
(b) Moreover, for all terms t0, and all reduction contexts R′, if R′[D[[x.t ′0]]] satisfies the DVC, then R′[D[[x.t ′0]]] →0
R′[D′[[x.t ′0, x.t ′0]]] is also a reduction.
Weassume that the renaming condition inAssumption 3.5(3) holds,which is true, if forR,D,D′ above, also the fvbv-renamed
variants satisfy the for-all-conditions (1b) and (2b) above.
Note that the variables xi, i = 1, . . . , n are free variables in t0, and that a variable capture in the replacement
t0[t1/x1, . . . , tn/xn] cannot occur.
Definition 6.2. A calculus is a non-sharing call-by-value calculus (a non-sharing call-by-name calculus, respectively) iff it is a
calculus according to Section 3 that satisfies the following:
(1) The calculimust not permit ‘‘V"-positions in the syntax. A non-sharing call-by-name calculus in additionmust not permit
‘‘W"-positions.
(2) The unwind- Assumption 3.2 with the additional restriction that there is no reduction position in the scope of a binder,
(3) The Answer Assumption 3.4,
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(4) Instead of the Reduction Assumption 3.5 it satisfies the Non-Sharing Assumption 6.1 for call-by-value (call-by-name,
respectively).
In the rest of this section we assume that calc is a non-sharing calculus according to Definition 6.2, where at certain places
we have to distinguish between the call-by-name and call-by-value variant.
Example 6.3. The beta-reduction rule R[(λx.s) t] → R[s[t/x]] does not satisfy the Reduction Assumption 3.5, provided
some occurrences of x in R[s] are not in a reduction position. The call-by-name beta-reduction satisfies the Non-Sharing
Assumption, where D = (@(λ[[·]], [·])), and D′ = [·], which is easily verified. The call-by-value beta-reduction also satisfies
the Non-Sharing Reduction Assumption, where the values are in general the abstractions, or if there are constructors: all
expressions constructed from constructors, variables and abstractions. If the calculus contains case and constructors, the
substituting case-rule is like the beta-reduction, where, however, depending on the types, the constructors and their arities,
a family of D,D′-pairs is required. E.g.: R[case (Cons s1 s2) of Nil → r1; (Cons x1 x2) → r2] −→ R[r2[s1/x1, s2/x2]]
has D = case(Cons([·1], [·2]), [·3], [[·0]]), where the numbering of holes indicates the correspondence for n = 2, and
R[case Nil of Nil → r1; (Cons x1 x2) → r2] −→ R[r1] requires D = case(Nil, [·0], [[·1]]), where n = 0. The term r1 in
the first reduction is not used in the right hand side and thus may not be in a reduction position. This is consistent with the
usual evaluation strategy in call-by-value, where r1 will not be evaluated.
Remark 6.4. The following (common) fixpoint rules can also be used in the respective calculi, if the beta-reduction
rule is also permitted. Let the calculus be call-by-value, such that all abstractions are values. Then R[Fix (λx.s)] →
R[s[λy.((Fix (λx.s)) y)/x]], where R is a reduction context, is a fixpoint reduction rule. If the calculus is call-by-name, then
R[Fix (λx.s)] → t = R[s[(Fix (λx.s))/x]], where R is a reduction context, is a fixpoint rule. Similarly, let the µ-rule be
R[(µx.s)] → R[s[(µx.s)/x]], where R is a reduction context, and for call-by-value calculi,µx.r must be a value for all r . These
rules do not satisfy the Non-Sharing Reduction Assumption, however, they can be performed using two steps, where the
first step satisfies the Sharing Reduction Assumption and the second step satisfies the Non-Sharing Reduction Assumption:
The first reduction can be done in two steps in call-by-value calculi: R[Fix (λx.s)] → R[(λx.s) (λy.((Fix (λx.s)) y))] →
R[s[λy.((Fix (λx.s)) y)/x]], where D = @(Fix, (λ[[·]])) and D′ = @(λ[[·]], (λy.@(@(Fix, λ[[·]]), y))). Of course, we have to
assume that the calculus has an appropriate definition of reduction position, e.g. the usual one. Similarly, the second rule in
call-by-name calculi can be done as follows:R[Fix (λx.s)] → R[(λx.s) (Fix (λx.s))] → R[s[(Fix (λx.s))/x]], whereD is as above
and D′ = @(λ[[·]],@(Fix, λ[[·]])). The µ-reduction rule can in the same way be split into R[(µx.s)] → R[(λx.s) (µx.s)] →
R[s[(µx.s)/x]], where D = µ([·]) and D′ = @(λ[[·]], µ[·]). 
We construct a strongly sharing calculus calcL corresponding to calc.
Definition 6.5. The syntax of calcL is the syntax of calc extended by a (non-recursive) let-construct (let x = t in s),
whereβ(let) = (1, ‘‘T") for call-by-name, andβ(let) = (1, ‘‘W") for call-by-value. Thus in (let x = t in s), the argument
t is a ‘‘W"-position for call-by-value, whereas for call-by-name, we assume that t is a term-position. We abbreviate right-
nested lets as e.g (let x1 = t1, . . . , xn = tn in r), and mean (let x1 = t1 in . . . (let xn = tn in r) . . .).
We define two translations T : calc → calcL and T− : calcL → calc where T (t) := t , T−(let x = t in r) :=
T−(r[t/x]), T−(x1 . . . xn.t) := x1 . . . xn.T−(t), and T−(c t1, . . . , tn) := c (T−(t1), . . . , T−(tn)) for other operators c. The
translation T translates terms as well as contexts, whereas T− does not translate contexts (but see Corollary 6.15). It is
obvious that T−(T (t)) = t for all calc-expressions t . We also define a forget-function F : calcL → calc that shrinks
let-expressions to the right-most term using the rule (let x = t in s)→ s exhaustively.
Definition 6.6 (Unwind, Answers and Reductions). The unwind in calcL is defined as follows: Given, t in calcL, it is the same
as for F(t) if the head of last position of the unwind-run is not a letwhere the positions of t and F(t) correspond via F , and
otherwise, if the head of the last position of the unwind-run is a let, and points to a let-expression (let x = t in r), the
next position produced by unwind is the position of r .
The reductions→0 in calcL are as follows, where we assume that the DVC holds before the reduction:
(1) [let-shifting] Whenever a let-expression is not the top-expression, not the right term of a let, and it is in a reduction
position, then a reduction step is to move the let-environment one level higher. I.e. for a context C1, where the hole
has a position of length 1: R[C1[(let x = t1 in t2)]] −→ R[(let x = t1 in C1[t2])].
(2) [copying] Whenever a variable x is in a reduction context R in t = R[x], and x is in the scope of a let-expression with
binding x = s, then a reduction step is R[x] → R[s].
(3) calc-reductions according to the Non-Sharing Reduction Assumption 6.1 are translated to calcL as follows: they are
either of the form R[D[[x1 . . . xn.t0, t1, . . . , tn, tn+1, . . . tn′ ]]] → R[D′[t0[t1/x1, . . . , tn/xn]]] in calc, and translated as
R[D[[x1 . . . xn.t0, t1, . . . , tn, tn+1, . . . tn′ ]]] → R[D′[(let x1 = t1, . . . , xn = tn in t0)]], where also n = 0 is possible;
or of the form R[D[[x.t0]]] → R[D′[[x.t0, x.t0]]] and have the same form in calcL, but applied to calcL-expressions.
The answers t of calcL are defined to be the expressions such that the reductions (1) and (2) are not applicable andwhere
T−(t) is a calc-answer.
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Lemma 6.7. Let t be a term such that T−(t) = R[s], where reductions according to (1) and (2) of Definition 6.6 are not applicable
to t, and R is a reduction context. Let t be represented as t = (let x1 = s1, . . . , xn = sn in t1) where t1 is not a let-
expression. Then there is some reduction context R′ and a term s′, such that t1 = R′[s′], R = T−(σ (R′)), s = T−(σ (s′)) and
R[s] = T−(σ (R′[s′])), where σ = {x1 7→ s1} ◦ . . . ◦ {xn 7→ sn}.
Proof. It is easy to see that there exists a context R′ and a term s′, such that R = T−(σ (R′)) and s = T−(σ (s′)). We
have to show that R′ is a reduction context of calcL. Let M be a general multicontext with term positions only, such that
R′ = M[[·, r1, . . . , rk]] such that ri are all the maximal subterms in non-reduction position of R′. Since neither let-shifting
nor copy reductions are applicable to t , we have that T−(σ (R′)) = R = M[[·, T−(σ (q1)), . . . , T−(σ (qk))]]. Since the hole
in R is in reduction position this also holds for R′, i.e. R′ is a reduction context by the assumption on unwind, and by the
construction of unwinding for calcL, (let x1 = s1, . . . , xn = sn in R′[]) is also a reduction context. 
Proposition 6.8. The calculus calcL is a strongly sharing calculus.
Proof. We check all the assumptions.
(1) The unwind-Assumption is satisfied, since the search for a reduction position in the let-expressions always proceeds
with the right expression.
(2) The Answer-Assumption is also satisfied, which follows from the validity of the answer-assumption for calc, from
the definition of answers calcL, and from Lemma 6.7 as follows: Let p be a non-reduction position in the answer
a = (let x1 = s1, . . . , xn = tn in t1) where we want to insert some term r . Then there are several position p1, . . . , pk
in T−(a) that correspond to p by T−. None of these can be a reduction position in T−(a) due to Lemma 6.7, hence we
can replace all these positions by the term T−σ(r), where σ is the substitution derived from all let-bindings above r .
This does not change the answer-property in calc ; also the positions p1, . . . , pk remain non-reduction positions. Hence
a[p 7→ r] is also an answer in calcL.
(3) The Reduction Assumption for calcL-reductions is satisfied, which requires more arguments. The renaming condition
in the Reduction Assumption 3.5(3) is satisfied, which follows from the assumptions on renamings in the Non-Sharing
Reduction Assumption.
We look at the other cases one-by-one:
(a) The reduction is inherited from a calc-reduction which fulfils Assumption 6.1(1) for a call-by-value calculus. Then
the reduction s →0 t is of the form R[D[[x1 . . . xn.t0, t1, . . . , tn, tn+1, . . . , tn′ ]]] →0 R[D′[(let x1 = t1, . . . , xn =
tn in t0)]]. Let M be a multicontext, such that s = M[r1, . . . , rm] and the terms ri are not at a reduction position.
If ri is inside ti, i = 1, . . . , n then it is only moved by the reduction s →0 t and thus there is a single hole in t
where ri can be found. If ri is inside ti, i > n, then ri is removed. If ri is inside R, then it is only moved. Since all term-
positions of D are in reduction position, ri cannot be inside D, Hence, t is of the formM ′[rpi(1), . . . , rpi(m′)]where pi is
an injective mapping {1, . . . ,m′} → {1, . . . ,m}, with m′ ≤ m. Since, we did not assume anything about the terms
ri, this reduction is possible for any terms r1, . . . , rm.
(b) For translated call-by-name reduction of Assumption 6.1(1) the reasoning is analogous to the previous item.
(c) The reduction is inherited from a calc-reduction which fulfils Assumption 6.1(2). I.e., it is of the form R[D[[x.t0]]]
→0 R[D′[[x.t0, x.t0]]], where R is a reduction context, D,D′ are general multi-contexts. In this case the same
arguments as in case (3a).
(d) For the let-shifting the Reduction Assumption obviously holds.
(e) For the copy-reduction the Reduction Assumption holds: the expressions in non-reduction positions are onlymoved
to other positions or are copied to other positions.
Moreover, the ‘‘for-all"-condition of Assumption 3.5(2) follows from the respective assumption (1b) or (2b) in
Assumption 6.1. 
Lemma 6.9. Let t be a calcL-expression. Let t → t ′ by a reduction of the cases (1) or (2) of Definition 6.6. Then T−(t ′) = T−(t).
Furthermore there are only finitely many such steps applicable to t.
Lemma 6.10. Let t be a calcL expression where reductions according to (1) and (2) of Definition 6.6 are not applicable. If
T−(t)→ s then there exists some t ′ such that t → t ′ and T−(t ′) = s.
Proof. Since no (1), (2)-reductions are applicable to t , the term t is either a non-let expression t1 or of the form (let x1 =
s1, . . . , xn = sn in t1)where t1 is a non-let expression and for every reduction position p of t1 in t the subterm t|p is neither a
let-expression nor a variable bound in the top let-environment. Let p be a reduction position of T−(t). Then pmust also be
a reduction position of t1 and thus 2 . . . 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
n-times
.p is a reduction position of t . Let σ = {x1 7→ s1} ◦ . . .◦ {xn 7→ sn} in the following.
We check the different cases:
• The reduction T−(t)→ s satisfies Assumption 6.1(1), for a call-by-value calculus. I.e., T−(t) = R[D[[y1 . . . ym.r0, r1, . . . ,
rm, rm+1, . . . , rm′ ]]] → R[D′[r0[r1/y1, . . . , rm/ym]]] = s. It is easy to verify, that there exist a context R′ , and terms r ′i , such
that R = T−(σ (R′)), ri = T−(σ (r ′i )). and t = (let x1 = s1, . . . , xn = sn in R′[D[[y1 . . . ym.r ′0, r ′1, . . . , r ′m′ ]]]). Lemma 6.7
shows that R′ is a reduction context of calcL and by the construction of unwinding for calcL, (let x1 = s1, . . . , xn =
sn in R′[]) is also a reduction context.
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For every value ri , 0 ≤ i ≤ m which is in a value-restricted position in T−(t), the term r ′i in t must also be in value-
restricted position, since the value restriction must be forced from D. For every value ri , 0 ≤ i ≤ mwhich is in reduction
position in T−(t), the term r ′i is also in reduction position in t and thus, since no let-shifting or copy-reductions are
applicable to t , r ′i must also be a value.
Hence, we can apply the translated reduction of T−(t)→0 s in calcL as:
(let x1 = s1, . . . , xn = sn in R′[D[[y1 . . . ym.r ′0, r ′1, . . . , r ′m′ ]]]) →0 (let x1 = s1, . . . , xn = sn in R′[D′[(let y1 =
r ′1, ym = r ′m in r ′0)]]) = t ′. Now it is easy to verify that T−(t ′) = s holds.
• If the reduction T−(t)→ s satisfies Assumption 6.1(1) but for a call-by-name calculus, then then the reasoning is similar
to the previous item.
• The reduction T−(t) → s satisfies Assumption 6.1(2), i.e. the reduction T−(t) = R[D[[x.t0]]] and s = R[D′[[x.t0, x.t0]]].
Then there exists a reduction context R′ (see Lemma 6.7), and a term t ′0 with R = T−(σ (R′)), t0 = T−(σ (t ′0)) such that
t = (let x1 = s1, . . . , xn = sn in R[D[[x.t ′0]]]). Since (let x1 = s1, . . . , xn = sn in R[·]) is a reduction context, we have
t → (let x1 = s1, . . . , xn = sn in R[D′[[x.t ′0, x.t ′0]]]) = t ′, and obviously T−(t ′) = s. 
Proposition 6.11. For every calc-expression t, we have t ↓ ⇐⇒ T (t) ↓, t ⇓ ⇐⇒ T (t) ⇓, t W ⇐⇒ T (t) W .
For every calcL-expression s, we have s ↓ ⇐⇒ T−(s) ↓, s ⇓ ⇐⇒ T−(s) ⇓, s W ⇐⇒ T−(s) W .
Proof. We prove the first part. The base case for the inductions below is that for a calc-term t: t is an answer iff T (t) is an
answer, and for a calcL-term s: if s has no let-shifting and no copying reductions, then s is an answer iff T−(s) is an answer.
(1) If t ↓, then there is a calc-reduction sequence t = t0 → t1 → . . . → tn, where tn is an answer. Lemmas 6.9 and 6.10
show, using induction, that there is a reduction sequence T (t0) = t ′0 ∗−→ t ′1,0 → t ′1 . . . t ′n−1 ∗−→ t ′n,0 → t ′n, such that for all
i: T−(t ′i ) = ti, t ′i−1 ∗−→ t ′i,0 is a reduction sequence consisting of let-shifting and copying, and t ′n is an answer.
The reverse is also easy to show: Given a calcL-reduction sequence T (t0) = t ′0 → t ′1 → . . . → t ′n, where t ′n is an
answer, we always have a reduction sequence in calcwith T−(t ′0) = t0; t1 . . . tn, such that T−(t ′i ) = ti for all i, and either
ti−1 = ti, or ti−1 → ti.
(2) We show that t ↑ ⇐⇒ T (t) ↑. The base case t ⇑ ⇐⇒ T (t) ⇑ follows from (1). Now the same induction arguments as
in item (2) show how calc-reduction sequences to must-divergent expressions can be transferred into calcL-reduction
sequences to must-divergent expressions, and vice versa.
(3) To show that t W ⇐⇒ T (t) W it is sufficient due to the results of the previous items and the definition of total must-
convergence to show that t has an infinite reduction iff T (t) has an infinite reduction. This follows using the same
induction as in item (1).
The second part is to show the same for a calcL-expression s and its image T−(s). This follows using the same arguments as
for the first case, since there the general case of reductions is already taken into account. 
Proposition 6.12. The translation T is adequate, i.e.: For all calc-expressions s, t and forM ∈ {↓,⇓, W }: T (s) ≤c,M T (t) =⇒
s ≤c,M t.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.3 in [40,41], since the translation T is compositional, i.e. T (C[s]) = T (C)[T (s)] for all
calc-contexts C and calc-expressions s and since T is convergence equivalent by Proposition 6.11. 
Now we can conclude that the (sharing) context lemmas hold in the language calcL, however, our goal was to obtain
(non-sharing) context lemmas in calc. These are obtained by backtranslation. Before stating and proving the theorem, we
define the following relations:
Definition 6.13. Let calc be a non-sharing calculus, letM ∈ {↓,⇓, W } and let s, t be two calc-expressions of type τ . For
call-by-name (call-by-value, respectively) calculi we define:
s ≤M,Rσ ,τ t , iff for all reduction contexts R[]τ and for all substitutions (respectively for call-by-value: all value
substitutions) σ that can be applied to s, t without variable capture, we have R[σ(s)]M =⇒ R[σ(t)]M.
When we use these definitions for calcL, this is indicated by a superscript L.
Nowwe can prove a variant of a ciu-theorem for call-by-value and call-by-name calculi. Our ciu-theorem is a bit weaker
than the known ones in the literature, which only require to test closed instantiations. On the other hand, it is strong, since
for non-deterministic call-by-value calculi, only value-substitutions are required, and it holds for three convergences.
Theorem 6.14 (IU-Theorem). Let calc be a non-sharing calculus. Then:
(1) ≤↓,Rσ ,τ ⊆ ≤↓,τ
(2) ≤↓,Rσ ,τ ∩ ≤⇓,Rσ ,τ ⊆ ≤↓,τ ∩ ≤⇓,τ
(3) ≤ W ,Rσ ,τ ⊆ ≤ W ,τ
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Proof. We show that s ≤M,Rσ ,τ t implies T (s) ≤LM,R,τ T (t) for allM ∈ {↓,⇓, W } and all calc-expressions s, t .
Thus assume s ≤M,Rσ ,τ t . Let RL be a calcL-reduction context, and let RL[T (s)]M. Let R′ := T−(RL), σ := {x1 7→
t ′1} ◦ . . . ◦ {xn 7→ t ′n}, where xi = ti are the bindings (in top-down order) that affect the hole in RL, and t ′i = T−(ti).
Note that in the call-by-value case, the terms t ′i are values due to our assumptions on the let-operator. Note also that R′
is a reduction context. We have T−(RL[T (s)]) = R′[σ(s)], and hence by Proposition 6.11, we also have R′[σ(s)]M. Since
s ≤M,Rσ ,τ t , this implies R′[σ(t)]M. The same computation for t shows that T−(RL[T (t)]) = R′[σ(t)] and thus RL[T (t)]M
using the equivalence of convergence. Now we obtain that for all RL: RL[T (s)]M =⇒ RL[T (t)]M, i.e. T (s) ≤LM,R,τ T (t).
Now the context lemma for sharing (Theorem 5.12) in calcL shows for M ∈ {↓, W } and all expressions s, t of calc:
T (s) ≤LM,R,τ T (t) =⇒ T (s) ≤LM,τ T (t), hence s ≤M,Rσ ,τ t implies T (s) ≤LM,τ T (t). Since T is adequate ( Proposition 6.12)
this also shows forM ∈ {↓, W } and all expressions s, t of calc: s ≤M,Rσ ,τ t implies s ≤M,τ t .
It remains to show the second claim of the theorem, which follows analogously: the context lemma for sharing
(Theorem 5.12) shows for all expressions s, t of calc: s ≤↓,Rσ ,τ t ∧ s ≤⇓,Rσ ,τ t implies T (s) ≤L↓,τ T (t) ∧ T (s) ≤L⇓,τ T (t).
Using adequacy of T this can be equivalently formulated as: s ≤↓,Rσ ,τ t ∧ s ≤⇓,Rσ ,τ t implies s ≤↓,τ t ∧ s ≤⇓,τ t for all
expressions s, t of calc. 
Corollary 6.15. If calc is a non-sharing calculus with the beta-reduction rule (in the call-by-value or call-by-name variant,
respectively), and if (λx.s) t ∼ s[t/x] for all s, t, where t must be a value for call-by-value calculi, then in Theorem 6.14 we
can replace the ‘‘⊆"-relations by ‘‘=".
Proof. We show only the missing part in the proof of Theorem 6.14.
We use the translation T− that translates a calcL-context C into a term functions of the form C ′[σ(.)]. Using these term
functions as observers in the sense of [40], it is easy to see that T− is compositional and convergence equivalent (see
Proposition 6.11), and hence fully abstract using Proposition 3.6 in [40]. This can be stated as follows. Let s ≤M,Cσ ,τ t iff
for all calc-contexts C , for all M ∈ {↓,⇓, W }. and for all substitutions σ : C[σ(s)]M =⇒ C[σ(t)]M. Full abstraction
means that s ≤LM,τ t ⇐⇒ T−(s) ≤M,Cσ ,τ T−(t) for all calcL-terms s, t . But in calc we have ≤M,Cσ ,τ = ≤M,τ , since
substitutions (value substitutions for call-by-value calculi, respectively) can be simulated by contexts and beta-reduction,
and since beta-reduction is correct. 
7. Examples for sharing calculi and context lemmas
7.1. A recipe for checking the preconditions
In order to support the intuition and an easy check of a given calculus, we give some informal hints on the checks of
reductions in a given calculus with the goal to verify the Assumptions.
• The calculus must have a lexical scoping discipline and thus provides renamings of bound variables in the usual style.
• Check whether the syntax of the expressions matches the abstract syntax: The binding constructs like λx, patterns or
channel prefixes of the pi-calculus have an obvious encoding. However, one question is crucial: Are there positions
(belonging to the term part) where only certain expressions are permitted, which cannot be enforced by simple types,
e.g. only variables, or only abstractions (values), or similar restrictions. Then the ‘‘V", ‘‘W"-encoding may be used, where
the latter requires to identify values as a subclass of the expressions (see below).
• The next step is to look for the positionswhere a potential reductionmay take place, i.e. to distinguish reduction positions
from non-reduction positions. Here we mean only the normal-order reduction or the standard reduction of the calculus.
Finding reduction positions going top down in the expression must only depend on the already recognized reduction
positions.
• Successful reduction of an expression ends with answers, which must be specified. Whether or not an expression is an
answer must not depend on non-reduction positions.
• Reduction steps s → t are usually defined by a set of rules. It has to be checked that expressions at non-reduction
positions do not influence the reduction and that they are only transported or copied (perhaps with bound variables
renamed), but notmodified. Then the strong form of the Reduction Assumption holds. The special form ofweakly sharing
allows also modifications by renaming of free (local) variables. For checking this, consult the examples in this paper and
then the formal definitions.
• If the check for the sharing Reduction Assumption fails, then one may check the Non-Sharing Reduction Assumption
in order to obtain the iu-Theorem. If reduction positions are never in the scope of binders, then you may go on;
otherwise you have to look deeper into the paper for possible extensions. The rules that fail the sharing Reduction
Assumption check must be like the beta-reduction (λx.s) t → s[t/x]: To check them, write the rule in its sharing form
(λx.s) t → let x = s in t , and then check whether this satisfies the sharing reduction assumption, i.e. what happens
with the expressions at non-reduction positions.
• The special cases where value positions are in the calculus is a bit subtle. Such a value position must be a syntactically
distinguished position, where only values may be placed, but not a general expression. e.g. cells which only can contain
values. In non-sharing calculi only for call-by-value calculi the value-positions are permitted.
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• For checking a call-by-value extended lambda-calculus, usually there are no value positions, and answers are the values
with the exception of variables. If values are defined using constructors like cons and nil, and a cons-expression is
in a reduction position, then also the components must be in reduction position. For values with top-binders like an
abstraction, the body is unrestricted.
7.2. Strengthening the context lemma for weakly sharing calculi
The context lemma forweakly sharing calculi has the slight disadvantage that in addition to all reduction contexts, also all
vv-substitutions have to be checked (which are finitelymany for fixed expressions s, t), and also that the resulting contextual
preorder is differently defined.
This difference can be avoided in most calculi by simulating s[y1/x1, . . . , yn/xn] by (letrec x1 = y1, . . . , xn = yn in s)
or a similar context, which is usually of the form R[s], where R is a reduction context. Note, however, that the relation
∀ . . . : s[y1/x1, . . . , yn/xn] ∼ (letrec x1 = y1, . . . , xn = yn in s), which is sufficient to drop all the ν’s, may require an
extra proof in the respective calculus.
In the pi-calculus, which is weakly sharing, it is also possible to avoid this extra test using the context:
νz.(z(x1, . . . , xn).[·] | z〈y1, . . . , yn〉.0), where the variables y1, . . . , yn are not necessarily different. The communication
operation for channel z will simulate the vv-substitution [y1/x1, . . . , yn/xn].
These observations show that in most weakly sharing calculi the vv-substitutions can be removed from the context
lemma and that in addition the contextual preorder definition can also ignore the vv-substitutions. This is the case for the
weakly sharing calculus in [25,27], and also for the pi-calculus.
7.3. Examples for sharing higher-order calculi
Our method to derive (sharing) context lemmas is applicable in lambda-calculi and other higher-order calculi, even
with letrec, with strict and non-strict reduction provided there are no substituting reduction rules, which is usually only
possible, if a form of sharing is permitted by e.g. let, letrec or explicit substitutions; or an emulation of the sharing
with abstraction as e.g. in the letless calculus in [20]. As a general guideline, note that the beta-rule (or similar rules like
the substituting case-rule) in general violates our sharing assumptions. The restricted beta-rule (λx.s) y → s[y/x] may
be allowed in weakly sharing calculi, provided y is a variable-only position. The rules (λx.s) t → (let x = t in s),
(let x = v in R[x]) → (let x = v in R[v]) are permitted in strongly sharing calculi, if the replaced position of x is
in a reduction position. Our result can be used for may- as well as must-convergence in its two forms, with or without
taking infinite reductions into account.
We mention several sharing calculi, where the result is applicable:
The call-by-need-calculi in [3,2,20] are deterministic, use a let to represent sharing, and use a sharing variant of beta-
reduction. All the assumptions are satisfied, where the answers according to our definition are of the form let x1 = t1 in
let x2 = t2 in ... in λ x.s. The context lemma for may-termination holds for these strongly sharing calculi. In [20],
there is also a let-less call-by-need calculus that implements sharing by different reduction rules. This calculus is an example
of a lambda-calculus that also reduces in abstraction, but in a restrictedway. Our context lemma formay-convergence holds
also for this let-less (strongly sharing) calculus.
The letrec-calculi in [4,39] are deterministic and provide letrec for expressing sharing. The context lemma for may-
convergence holds for these strongly sharing calculi. The non-deterministic call-by-need calculi in [15,18] provide a let
and a non-deterministic choice. The assumptions are satisfied, where unwind is deterministic. Context lemmas for may-
termination as well as must-termination for these strongly sharing calculi hold. Note that [15] uses total must-divergence,
and makes no use of a context lemma, whereas the calculus in [18] did not treat must-divergence.
The call-by-need calculus in [27] with letrec, choice, case and constructors uses may- and total must-convergence, and
satisfies our sharing assumptions. The calculus is weakly sharing since the beta-rule-variant and the case-rule use vv-
substitutions, and since the arguments in applications as well as the arguments in constructor expressions (c x1 . . . xn)
may only be occupied by variables. The context lemmas for may- , must and total must-convergence hold in this calculus,
though only the may- and total must-context lemmas are used.
The call-by-need calculi in [36,35,25] provide amb, letrec, case and constructors. They satisfy our sharing criteria, where
the first is strongly, and the second isweakly sharing.unwind andnormal-order reduction are non-deterministic. Our results
confirm the respective context lemmas, and also show a new one for the call-by-need variant in [25], since there is no proof
of a context lemma for total must-convergence in [25]. Our method to derive context lemmas is also applicable for the fair
(i.e. using resources by annotations) variant of the amb-calculi in [25,36,35], where the encoding of (ambm,n s t) can be done
by using infinitely many operators ambm,n.
Process calculi like the pi-calculus are in the scope of our method. The result is that process contexts (no vv-substitutions
required) are sufficient to check observational equivalence of processes w.r.t. may- and must-convergence. The call-by-
value concurrent process calculus λ(fut) in [29] has a sharing variant of beta-reduction, and is derived from a calculus with
beta-reduction (see [30]), which has mutable cells, and a non-deterministic reduction. The sharing variant in [29] satisfies
our assumptions for a strongly sharing calculus, and requires two basic types in our type system. Note that unwind is
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nondeterministic. After some preprocessing is done, the context lemmas for may- and must-convergence for expressions
can be derived from our results. Note that the context lemmas for processes in λ(fut) are trivial, since all process contexts
are reduction contexts in λ(fut).
8. Conclusion
Wehave exhibited a broad class of higher-order calculi including typed anduntyped, deterministic andnon-deterministic
extended lambda-calculi with a form of sharing; and higher-order process calculi, where the generic context lemmas for
may- as well as must-convergence can be derived, and hence also used by only verifying our assumptions. Three natural
assumptions must hold in the given sharing calculus in order to obtain the validity of the generic context lemmas. If
the calculus in question does not satisfy the sharing assumptions, then it is very likely that it satisfies the non-sharing
assumptions and thus the generic (c)iu-theorems can be applied. This not only paves theway for analyzing already described
calculi, but also future calculi modeling programming languages and communicating processes. The use of abstract syntax,
and the three natural sharing assumptions and the two non-sharing assumptions on reduction position, answers, and
reductions, show that seemingly very different program calculi have a lot in common and that certain aspects like context
lemmas can be derived in a general way.
All of the following are left for future research: We did not investigate the connection to special rule formats. Also, it is
likely that our method can be extended to also prove stronger ciu-theorems. We also did not investigate the combination
of non-sharing calculi with letrec-constructs.
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